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Abstract
An unsorted linear list is one of the simplest data structures on which
one can perform insertions, deletions and lookups. To perform a lookup,
the list has to be traversed linearly until the requested item is found.
The performance of this data structure can be enhanced by making it
self-organizing. In general, the most recently requested item will be
moved closer to the front of the list. This is motivated by the empirical observation that, in many cases, requests to items are clustered over
time.
An algorithm that updates the list based on the current and past requests
is called a list update algorithm. These algorithms are called online
since they do not know what the forthcoming requests will be.
A very simple algorithm is called MOVE TO FRONT (MTF). Here,
the most recently requested item is moved to the front just after the
lookup. In 1985, Sleator and Tarjan proved 2-competitiveness of MTF
which is defined as follows: For any sequence of requests, the running
time of MTF is at most twice the running time of the optimal offline
algorithm OPT. Compared to online algorithms, offline algorithms are
therefore more powerful since they know the whole request sequence
in advance.
Using randomized techniques, one can find algorithms which are even

more competitive. The best algorithm known to date is the -competitive COMB algorithm due to Albers, von Stengel, and Werchner. It is

known that no algorithm can be better than
-competitive.
The ultimate goal is, of course, to find the optimally competitive list update algorithm. All results in this thesis are aimed to give more insight
into the structure of the list update problem.
The first result shows that, in the partial cost model, no algorithm can
 
be better than
-competitive. This is the first non-trivial lower
bound in this model. The partial cost model is much easier to analyze.
Furthermore, any -competitive algorithm in the partial cost model is
also -competitive in the standard model.
The second result gives a characterization of all projective algorithms.
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They are basically the only kind of algorithms which can be analyzed
so far. To prove that a projective algorithm is -competitive, one only
has to prove this on lists with two items which is, of course, much
easier. Using this characterization, we give a matching lower bound for
projective algorithms in the partial cost model.
The third result shows that it is  -hard to compute OPT. Hence, there
is probably no efficient implementation of OPT. Furthermore, there is
only little hope that a better understanding of OPT might give new insights into the list update problem.
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Zusammenfassung
Unsortierte lineare Listen gehören zu den einfachsten Datenstrukturen,
auf denen sich die Operationen Einfügen, Löschen und Suchen ausführen lassen. Um ein Element in der Liste zu finden muss diese linear
durchsucht werden, bis man auf das gesuchte Element stösst. Die Effizienz kann gesteigert werden, indem man die Elemente in der Liste
immer wieder umordnet. Man spricht von selbstorganisierenden Datenstrukturen. Im Allgemeinen wird das gerade angefragte Element in der
Liste weiter nach vorne verschoben, da in vielen praktischen Anwendungen die Anfragen auf die Elemente zeitlich gehäuft sind.
Wir bezeichnen einen Algorithmus, welcher die Liste umordnet, als list
update Algorithmus. Es handelt sich hier um online Algorithmen, da
der Algorithmus die zukünftigen Anfragen an die Datenstruktur nicht
kennt.
MOVE TO FRONT (MTF) gehört zu den einfachsten Algorithmen.
Bei jeder Anfrage wird das angefragte Element an den Anfang der Liste
verschoben. Sleator und Tarjan zeigten 1985, dass MTF 2-kompetitiv
ist. Dies bedeutet, dass für jede Sequenz von Operationen die Laufzeit
von MTF höchstens doppelt so lang ist wie die Laufzeit des optimalen
offline Algorithmus OPT. Im Gegensatz zu online Algorithmen kennen
offline Algorithmen die gesamte Sequenz von Beginn weg und sind
damit sogar mächtiger als online Algorithmen.
Der beste bekannte Algorithmus ist der  -kompetitive COMB (Albers,
von Stengel, Werchner). Weiter ist bekannt, dass kein Algorithmus
besser als  -kompetitiv sein kann. Das Hauptziel des list update problems besteht darin, den besten Algorithmus zu finden.
Das erste Resultat der Arbeit zeigt, dass kein Algorithmus im  
Modell besser als  -kompetitiv sein kann. Dies ist die erste nicht
triviale untere Schranke in diesem Modell. Im   Modell kostet
ein Zugriff auf das  te Elemement der Liste nur   Zeiteinheiten,
während im standard Modell dafür  Einheiten bezahlt werden müssen.
Im  Modell lassen sich Algorithmen einfacher analysieren und die
Analysen lassen sich dann direkt auf das standard Modell übertragen.
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Als zweites Resultat werden alle projektiven Algorithmen charakterisiert. Bis auf eine Ausnahme gehören alle bis jetzt analysierten Algorithmen zu dieser Klasse. Um zu zeigen, dass ein projektiver Algorithmus  -kompetitiv ist, reicht es zu zeigen, dass er dies auf Listen
mit nur zwei Elementen ist. Dies ist natürlich viel einfacher als im allgemeinen Fall. Mit Hilfe dieser Charakterisierung wird sodann eine
untere Schranke von ! für die Kompetitivität von projektiven Algorithmen gezeigt. COMB ist also ein optimaler projektiver Algorithmus.
Im letzten Kapitel wird gezeigt, es die Berechnung der optimalen offline Kosten ein "# -hartes Problem darstellt. Dies bedeutet, dass
wahrscheinlich kein effizienter Algorithmus dafür exisitert. Es besteht
damit wenig Hoffnung, dass ein besseres Verständnis von OPT zu effizienteren online Algorithmen führen würde.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 The Sleator Tarjan Result
One of the simplest ways to implement a dictionary is an unsorted linear list. Here, the time needed in order to insert an item into a list
containing & items is &')( since the entire list has to be scanned in order
to prevent duplicates. The time required for deleting or accessing an
item at position * in the list is * units.
Many programmers try to speed up their data structure by reorganizing
the items in the list. Usually, a policy is implemented that moves a requested item closer to the front of list in order to save access time on the
next request to this item. If one assumes that the items are requested
uniformly at random, such ideas can of course not improve the data
structure. Still, in most applications, requests will be clustered. For
example in the case of a parser for Pascal source code, the keywords of
the Pascal programming language will appear very frequently throughout the whole program, while local variables live only in a limited part
of the program, but may have an even higher frequency there.
Let us restrict to so-called free exchanges in this section. That is, after
item + was accessed, one is allowed to move + to any position closer to
the front of the list. This shall be instantaneous, hence we do not charge
any time for this update step.
1
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The classical list update algorithms are Move To Front (MTF),
Transpose, and Frequency Count. MTF moves the requested
item to the front of the list. Transpose lets the requested item swap
positions with its predecessor. In contrast to the previous algorithms,
Frequency Count maintains additional information in its items in
order to perform the updates. Namely, every item owns a counter which
keeps track of the number of requests performed to it so far. Using this
information, the items are maintained in non-increasing order of the
counters in the list.
In 1985, Sleator and Tarjan [31] gave a theoretical explanation for the
empirical finding that MTF in general performs best. Theorem 1.1 made
competitive analysis and online algorithms a very popular subject in
theoretical computer science. The term competitive analysis was introduced by Karlin, Manasse, Rudolph, and Sleator in [22].
Theorem 1.1 No algorithm is faster than MTF by more than a factor
of ,.-0/235
1 4 on any sequence of insertions, deletions, and lookups, where
6 is the maximal number of items ever contained in the list.
Proof. In order to prove the theorem, let A be the algorithm MTF
competes against.
Let 7 be a sequence of 8 requests to be performed in turn. The requests
are either lookups, deletions or insertions. Let further 9;: be the list
state the algorithm A maintains just before it serves the < th request of
;
7 . The states 9 MTF
are defined analogously. Both algorithms start from
= .
the same initial list state. That is, we have 9 A=?> 9 MTF
The proof is based on a potential function @ that translates the joint list
states of MTF and A to a natural number. Let A ; be the time MTF spends
on the < th request and A A; the time of A for the same request. We define
the amortized cost
B ;DC >

If we can show that

A ;FEHG @ ; >
B ;ON

A ;FE

@ ; /I@ ;KJ

1ML

(1.1)

R

,P-Q/

A
; U
V
6 4TS A

(1.2)
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we are done because the total runtime of MTF can be written as
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potential function that allows us to prove (1.2) is based on the
bsY
Y
Y
relation between the list states of the two algorithms. More precisely,
is the number of inversions between the two list states t A and t MTF .
An inversion is a pair of items whose relative order differs in both lists.
In order to prove (1.2), we have to distinguish between lookups, insertions and deletions. Each of the three cases has a successful and an
unsuccessful subcase. The most interesting case is when the u th request
PSfrag replacements
is a successful lookup to an item v . Figure 1.1 shows the two list states
y

w MTF
x

w A
x

z

y

{

z

|

|

{

Figure 1.1: List state before the u th request
Y
just before the lookup. By } we denote the set of items which are in
Y
front of v in both lists. ~ denotes the items which are behind v in t MTF
Y
Y
but in front of v in t A . Finally,  contains the set of items which are in
A
front of v in t MTF and behind
^ v in t  . We
  have
Y
o
  c   c
MTF
Y ^
}

o
\ bsAY l
 c a  c
}
~ 
 \
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the latter because the change in potential only affects inversions involv
ing . The inequality holds with equality if only moves in  MTF
of

Figure 1.1. If A also moves closer to the front,  becomes even
smaller. Plugging this into 1.1, we obtain
F
O  M
  



 ?¡ A ¡¢ £PQ
  A¨§
¤¦¥
The case of an unsuccessful insertion is similar to a lookup. An unsuccessful deletion or lookup costs the same for both MTF and A while
the potential function remains unchanged. Thus in this case, we have
 f2 A . In the case of a successful insertion (items are inserted at the
end of the list), we again have ©s  A . Since then ª  k , we
obtain  kiF  O«¦ A ¡ .

1.2 The List Update Model
The subject of the list update problem is to find algorithms which beat
the constant ¬ ®  of MTF. In order to do that, we have to define the
model more rigorously.
In the remainder of this thesis, we will stick to the static list update
problem. This means that we start from an initial list state containing ¤
items. Instead of insertions, deletions, and lookups, the only considered
requests are lookups to one of the ¤ items in the list. In general, we will
use the term “request to ” to denote a lookup of item .
List states will be denoted in brackets with the items ordered from left
to right. Usually,  stands for list states but also for the set of items in
the list. Request sequences are denoted by ¯ and their length by ° .
The algorithms we consider are online algorithms. That is, their behavior can depend only on the current and the past requests, but not on
future requests. MTF clearly is online. Since we would like to implement our algorithms to speed up our dictionary, the online property is
crucial because in general the algorithm has no knowledge about future
requests.

1.2. The List Update Model
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On the other hand, the proof of Theorem 1.1 does not require the algorithm A to be online. MTF has to behave well on any request sequence
and against any algorithm. Given ± , we can design an online algorithm
A such that it behaves optimally on ± . Therefore we can assume that A
is an optimal offline algorithm.
We will measure the runtime of the algorithms by cost units we charge
to the different operations.
Definition 1.2 Let A ²³±T´ be the cost an online algorithm A spends to
process a request sequence ± and let OPT ²µ±k´ be the cost the optimal
offline algorithm spends for that task. We say A is ¶ -competitive if there
exists a constant · such that for all request sequences ±
A ²³±T´f¸¡¶s¹ OPT ²µ±T´5ºH·

(1.3)

holds. In general, we will treat the number of items » as constant.
Hence, · is allowed to depend on » . An algorithm is called competitive
if it is ¶ -competitive for some real number ¶ .
A is strictly ¶ -competitive if for all request sequences ± we have
A ²³±T´f¸¡¶¹ OPT ²µ±T´½¼

(1.4)

For the case of randomized algorithms, the term A ²³±T´ denotes the expected cost A spends on the sequence ± .
The cost model that we will stick to for the rest of this thesis is the partial cost model, meaning that we only pay ¾¿dÀ units in order to access
the item at position ¾ in the list. It turns out that this model is much
easier to analyze than the full cost model we used in Section 1.1. Still,
if an algorithm A is ¶ -competitive in the partial cost model, it is also
¶ -competitive in the full cost model. Usually with some dependence
on » , the number of items in the list. To see this, note that because of
¶ÂÁ À , inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) remain valid if we subtract ÃÄ±0Ã from
Å
²µ±T´ and OPT ²µ±k´ on both sides.
In the partial cost model, MTF is Æ -competitive. Indeed, MTF is an optimal deterministic algorithm. Algorithms which beat the competitive
ratio of Æ for arbitrary long lists need to be randomized.

6
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Concerning the updates, we distinguish between free exchanges and
paid exchanges. At the expense of one cost unit, any consecutive pair
of items can swap its order at any time. On the other hand, just after a
request to an item Ç , this item may be moved to a position closer to the
front of the list without cost.
Note that free exchanges can be modeled by paid exchanges. Instead
of first paying È units in order to access item Ç and then move it at
no charge É positions closer to the front, one can first move the item
É positions and then access the item. In both cases, we pay exactly
È units. Although stated as Theorem 3 in [31], the converse is not
true. For an example, let Ê Ë ÌÎÍÐÏÒÑÔÓ and ÕË Ñ ÏÖÏÒÑ . Here, an optimal
algorithm moves Í behind Ï and Ñ before the first request to Ñ . This
requires paid exchanges. This can be proved formally by projectivity
arguments we will encounter later in this section.
Although paid exchanges are more general, most algorithms known to
date can be stated such that only free exchanges are used. It is not clear
whether paid exchanges can lead to better algorithms. On the other
hand, proofs and definitions often become more elegant if only paid
exchanges are considered.
If we forget about free exchanges, we can specify any deterministic
online algorithm A by a function
×
A

ØÙ¡Ú

ÛÝÜ

×
Ù
Here denotes the set of request sequences, whereas Û denotes the set
of the Þàß states the Þ items can attain. A á ÕTâ denotes
the list state in
×
which the
× last request of Õ is performed if algorithm A is used. Using
this notation, the initial list state can be denoted by A áPã â . We will omit
the A in A á Õkâ when the algorithm used is determined by the context.

The list update problem can be stated in terms of game theoretic concepts, namely as an infinite two-person zero-sum game. The first player
is called adversary. His pure strategies are the set of finite request sequences. The strategies of the second player, called online player, are
the set of deterministic online algorithms. Let Ï be a fixed constant and
let á Õä A â be a pair of pure strategies for the adversary and the online

1.2. The List Update Model
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player. Then the payoff is
A åµæTç
OPT åµækçkèHéëê
The goal of the online player is to choose A such that
A åµæTç
ìîíï
ð OPT åµæTç5èHé

(1.5)

is minimized. On the other hand, the adversary chooses æ such that
ñóòô
A

A åµækç
OPT åµækçkèHé

(1.6)

is maximized. If the set of strategies of the two players was finite, an
application of the famous minimax theorem would prove the existence
of a pair of randomized strategies for which (1.5) and (1.6) are equal.
This is called an equilibrium and the corresponding value is referred
to as the value of the game. Although the minimax theorem cannot be
applied in our case, we prove in Section 2.8 that the list update problem
indeed has a value. However, approximating it via brute force computation is hopeless.
A õ -competitive algorithm proves that the value of the game cannot be
larger than õ , while randomized strategies for the adversary can give
lower bounds on the game value. For the full cost model, the known
and ö . We will give an improved
lower and upper bounds are ö
ê÷
êø
lower bound of ö
öö for the partial cost model in Chapter 2 of this
ê÷ù
÷
thesis.
A randomized strategy is defined by a probability distribution over the
set of all deterministic strategies. Hence in the case of the online player,
randomized algorithms can be defined as follows. Before serving the
first request, one of the deterministic strategies is chosen according to
the probability distribution. This strategy is then used for the whole request sequence. A randomized strategy of the adversary is just a probability distribution over the set ú .
This game theoretic model nicely covers the notion of an oblivious adversary. The adversary cannot observe the random choices made by the

8
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online algorithm. If he could do so, his pure strategies would depend on
the current list state of the online algorithm. This kind of adversaries
are called adaptive. It is easy to see that in this case, randomization
is pointless and no algorithm can be better than û -competitive. Hence,
MTF is optimally competitive against adaptive adversaries.

1.3 Projective Algorithms
In order to describe projective algorithms, we have to introduce the
concept of projections of request sequences and list states.
Let a request sequence ü be given and fix a pair of items ý , þ , the
projection of ü to ý and þ is the request sequence ü where all requests
which are not to ý or þ are removed. We denote the projection of ü to ý

and þ by üëÿ . Given a list state , the projection to ý and þ is obtained

by removing all items but ý and þ from the list. This is denoted by ÿ .
ü  be the projection of  ³
ü  to ý and þ . A
Definition 1.3 Let `ÿ ³
deterministic algorithm A is projective if for all pairs of items ý , þ and
all request sequences ü we have
ÿµü

 ÿµü ÿ 

(1.7)

A randomized algorithm is projective if all deterministic algorithms
chosen with positive probability are projective.
In words, an algorithm is projective if the relative position of any pair
of items depends only on the initial list state and the requests to ý and
þ in the request sequence.
Already in [13], Bentley and McGeoch observed that MTF has this
property. To see that MTF is projective, observe that ý is in front of
þ if and only if þ has not been requested yet or if the last request to ý
took place after the last request to þ .
With the exception of Irani’s Split algorithm [20, 21], projective algorithms are the only family of algorithms one can analyze so far. The
next theorem is responsible for this fact.

1.3. Projective Algorithms
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Theorem 1.4 Let  be a (strictly) projective algorithm. If it is  competitive on lists with two items, it is also (strictly)  -competitive
on lists of arbitrary length.
Proof. Let A  denote the cost the projective algorithm A spends
in order to serve  from the initial list   , which is the list with
only the items ! and " , initially ordered like in    .
It holds that
A#,-/.
(1.8)
A # $
%
& '()*+

To see this, consider the 0 th request to some item ! in  . Let 21 be the
prefix of  up to this request. And let 3 be the set of items which are
in front of ! in   1  . Because of (1.7), we have # 1 4$ 56"!87 if and
only if ":9;3 . Therefore the access cost for any request is the same on
both sides.
Concerning update costs, let  1< $=> for some request sequence  and
some item >?9A@ . We again use (1.7) to note that B#DC$ E 1  if
and only if EF GC$ #H1   . Hence there is a bijection between
the transpositions on both sides. Therefore the update cost is again the
same on both sides. A similar idea works for OPT. By OPT I# we
denote the minimal cost OPT would pay on the sequence   starting
from E  . One (not necessarily optimal) way to serve  is to force
for all pairs ! , " and all prefixes  1 of 
 OPTJLK  1   < $

 OPT
 #  1 /.

In this way, (1.8) would also hold for OPT. Hence if we really serve the
pair lists optimally,
OPT NM OPT B < $

%
OPT .
& '()*+

(1.9)

Since A is  -competitive on two items, we find for every pair of items
! , " a constant OP such that for all  we have
ANQRTS OPT-UVO/F.
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Using this fact we get
A WXY

A]` W#X ]` Y
[
\^]-_(`acb,d
Z
e
e

[
WfTg OPT]` WX ]` YHhVi ]` Y
\^]-_(`acb,d

Z
e

fjg OPT WXBYBh

[
i ]`
\k]_(`ab,d

fjg OPT WXBYBhVi

(1.10)

fjg OPT WXBYBhViml

For the strict case, just set all i ]`on Z=p .
Hence the case of pair lists seems to be crucial for the analysis of projective algorithms. Luckily enough, there is a very simple implementation of OPT for this case. See [28] for a proof that the following
algorithm is indeed optimal.
Algorithm 1.5 (OPT on two items) Assume w.l.o.g. that the current
list state is q6r,sFt . Move s to the front if and only if the upcoming two
requests are to s .
Note that the above algorithm only examines the current request and the
next request to determine the optimal move. We say this algorithm uses
lookahead one. Already for lists with three items, all future requests
may be needed to serve the sequence optimally [28, 2].
Using the fact that MTF is projective, the proof of Theorem 1.1, reduced
to the static problem, now becomes very simple.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (projective version). All we have to show is
that MTF is strictly competitive on lists with two items r and s .
Let X be a request sequence on two items r and s . We break X into
subsequences in an iterative way. We let subsequences end just before
OPT has to pay for a request. Hence in every subsequence except the
first, OPT has to pay for the first request. All other requests are free

1.3. Projective Algorithms
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for OPT. The first subsequence is either a regular subsequence or it is
free for both algorithms and therefore can be skipped. Regular subsequences are either of the form uv , wxv , u,wxv , or wuv , y{zR| . On all of these
subsequences, MTF pays at most two units. If we add up the cost for
both algorithms, we find that
MTF }#~N OPT }#~/

In Chapter 3, we will give a complete characterization of the set of projective algorithms. A simple subset of these which covers all reasonable
projective algorithms is the set of critical request algorithms [11]. As
we have already seen, algorithms are defined by functions that translate a request sequence into a list state. In the case of a critical request
algorithm, }#~ is obtained as follows.
Algorithm 1.6 (critical request algorithms) Let us first see how deterministic critical request algorithms are defined.
Every item u in the list has a so-called critical request function







 
 

, with







}#NVL


where
/P# and
|x / . Let 6~  denote the
 

}L6~  th request
number of request to u contained in ~ . We call the
 

}L6~  can be zero, some
to u in ~ the critical request to u . Since
items may have no critical request. In  }#~ , all items with critical request are grouped together in front of the items without critical request.
The items with critical requests are ordered according to the time of the


}c6~  th in ~ . The later a critical request took place in the sequence,
the closer the item is to the front. The remaining items are placed behind, according to their order in the initial sequence.
Randomized critical request algorithms are just a probability distribution over the set of deterministic critical request algorithms.
As an example, let the online algorithm for three items  ,  , and  be
  2¡
2¢
defined by functions , , and . The table below lists the values

for the arguments to £ .
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¤2¥
¤2¦
¤2§

1
1
0
1

2
0
2
2

3
3
3
2

4
2
4
2

Let the initial list state be ¨ª©I«P¬ . Let us determine ® ¯#°± for °³²=©I«´«P¬µ©I« .
¤ ¥
¤ ¥
¥
¯c¶6° ¶±·²
¯¸ ±¹² º , hence © does not have a critical reWe have
¤{¦
¦
quest. For « we have
¯c¶6° ¶±³² » , therefore the third request to «
¤ §
§
in ° is its critical request. For ¬ we have ¯c¶6° ¶±¼² ½ . Thus we have
® ¯°± ² ¨«P¬´© since the third request to « happened after the first request
to ¬ . Item © , not having a critical request, must be at the very end.
Algorithms based on critical request functions clearly are projective,
since the relative order of any pair of items just depends on the relative
order of the requests to ¾ and ¿ in ° and the relative order of ¾ and ¿ in
the initial list state.
The currently best list update algorithm is COMB due to Albers, von
Stengel, and Werchner [5]. COMB is a combination of two simpler algorithms.
Algorithm 1.7 (COMB) Before the first request, toss a biased coin to
decide which algorithm to use for the whole sequence. Use BIT with
probability 0.8, with probability ºxÀÁ¸ use TS.
BIT is an elegant ½ÀÃÂ-Ä -competitive algorithm due to Reingold, Westbrook, and Sleator [29]. It is a member of a more general class of
algorithms called RANDOM RESET algorithms. The best algorithm in
this class is Å » -competitive.
Algorithm 1.8 (BIT) Every item maintains a bit. Initially, each bit is
set to 0 or 1 using a fair coin. On a request to item ¾ , the bit is flipped.
Only if the bit changes to ½ , we move the item to the front. Otherwise
the position of ¾ is unchanged.
TS is a deterministic member of the class TIMESTAMP ¯ÇÆ± due to Albers [1]. TS is ¸ -competitive. All TIMESTAMP algorithms are projective. While all previous algorithms either moved the requested item
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to the front of the list or left its position unchanged, TIMESTAMP algorithms sometimes move the requested item to a position within the
list.
Algorithm 1.9 (TS) After each request, the accessed item È is moved
in front of exactly the items that have been requested at most once since
the last request to È . On its first request, every item remains at its
position.
While BIT is well defined, it is not clear whether TS actually defines
an algorithm. We first would have to prove that the items that have to
be passed by È are situated in a consecutive block just in front of È .
Only if this holds, the algorithm can run as described.
Additionally, we would have to prove that both algorithms are projective. At least in the case of TS, this is not trivial. Using the critical
requests, both algorithms can be described very easily and in such a
way that their projective behavior becomes obvious.
In order to overcome special cases in the description, we first define
the concept of an augmented request sequence. Given an initial list
state É6ÈBÊcÈÌËÍÍÍÈ,ÎÏ and a request sequence Ð , the augmented request
sequence is È Î È Î È ÎFÑHÊ È ÎÑHÊ ÍÍÍÈ Ê È Ê Ð . The two additional requests for
every item will have request number ÒoÓ and Ô and will allow critical
request functions to attain the values Ô and ÒDÓ . Note that this prefix
will never actually be served. The augmented request sequence is just
a concept in order to describe algorithms in a compact way.
With this trick, TS can be described very easily in terms of critical
ÕÖ×#ØÙNÚÃÛÜØ
request functions by
ÒRÓ

for all items È . Hence the critical request of every item is just the
second-to-last request in the augmented
Û request
ÝIÞµÞ/ßÞµÞPÝsequence.
As
the list state after Ð
with initial list state
ÝIÞPß an example,
ÞPÝß
requests in
ßµÉ ßÞµÞPÏ Ýis
ÝÝIÉÞµÞPßÞµÏ ÞPÝbecause of the ordering of the second-to-last
ß
. If we add another request toß , the new list state will
ÞPßµÝ
Ï because the second-to-last
Ý
be É
request to is now more recent than
the second-to-last request to .
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Figure 1.2: Automaton describing the two items case.
Since BIT is randomized, the critical requests are also randomized. For
every item à , its critical request function can be written as
éê8ë#ìíTîÃïìð

ñPëòìEóVô/êí

õGöx÷Aø ù

ôPê

where is à ’s bit initialized by a fair coin. Hence the critical request is
the last or the second-to-last request with equal probability. The correspondence to the definition using the bits is the following. The critical
request is on the last request if and only if the current value of the bit is
1.
Viewing BIT and TS as critical request algorithms, we can give a simple proof for COMB’s competitiveness based on a potential function.
COMB’s critical request functions are static in the sense that the probability for the last request in the augmented request sequence to be the
critical one is always 0.4, while the second-to-last request has probability 0.6. Hence in order to deduce the expected access cost of a request,
all we need is the relative order of the last two requests to each item.
Since both BIT and TS use only free exchanges, the update costs are
zero.
We want to describe OPT for two items in an online fashion, hence get
rid of the lookahead needed in algorithm 1.5. This can be done by a
state diagram where we encode into the states the fact that the current
list state might depend on a future request.
The diagram in Figure 1.2 indeed
does this job. If we are in
the left
â à,áFã
â áà8ã
state, the optimal list state is
. In the right state, it is
. The
middle state is the state we move into if the item at the second position
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in the current list has been requested. By ú6û üåüæýFþ , we denote the fact that
the items are in some sense parallel since we do not know whether the
optimal list state is ú6ûÌýþ or ú6ýû8þ . If the next request is û , the optimal
choice was ú6ûÌýþ , otherwise ú6ýû8þ . In any case, a request leaving the
middle state is free of charge. In order to compute the optimal cost
of a request sequence, one just moves in the diagram according to the
request sequence like in a deterministic finite automaton. The starting
state is either the right or the left state, depending on the initial list.
Then OPT ÿ is equal to the number of times one moves into the middle
state.
With this preparatory work, we are now ready to prove
Theorem 1.10 COMB is strictly



-competitive

Proof. It turns out that the joint behavior of COMB and OPT can be
described by a four state diagram like in Figure 1.3. Each of the four
states in labeled by one of the labels of Figure 1.2 and a permutation
of ûÌû,ýý , which represents the ordering of the latest two requests to the
two items.
These labels allow to compute both COMB’s and OPT’s cost for the next
request. In the case of OPT, we already know from Figure 1.2 how
to determine the cost of a new request depending on the state. On the
other hand, since COMB has its critical requests either on the last or the
second-to-last request, we only need to know the ordering of the two
latest requests per item in order to determine the cost of a new request.
Since û and ý use the same critical request functions, we can merge
states like  û,û,ýý ú6û,ýFþ and  ýýû,û ú6ýû8þ . The starting state is   .
Any request sequence translates to a path in the automaton starting in
 . Each request corresponds to a transition. Using the information
stored in the states, we can give COMB’s as well as OPT’s cost for any
transition leaving the state. The cost of COMB and OPT is indicated
by the small numbers as the pairs COMB/OPT. Note that COMB’s cost
are expected cost. The cost for serving a request sequence for both
algorithms is the sum of the cost assigned to the transitions used.
In order to show that COMB is



-competitive, we use a potential func-
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Figure 1.3: Automaton describing COMB and OPT in the partial cost
model.
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tion. It is indicated by the values >@? for each state A? . Note that the
value > ? equals the maximum cost COMB has to pay on a path starting
at AB? which is free for OPT. Let CD? and C OPT
be COMB’s and OPT’s cost
?
for the E th request in a request sequence F of length G . Let the E th
request move from state AIH to ABJ .
The amortized cost is then
K

JUT

?IL$C3?NMPOQ>RL$C9?SMR>

>VHXW

By checking all eight transitions in Figure 1.3, one can prove
K

OPT

?ZY\[W]U^_C ?

(1.11)
W

Indeed, (1.11) holds with equality except for the transition from Aa` to
Ab . Let Ac be the state where F ends. Since the potential of the starting
state Ab is zero and >dcfeRg , we obtain
k
l

COMB hFji
L

m_njo

m

k
l

L

C

K m
T

m_njo
l
L

k

OPT

m_njo

[W]U^_C ?
l

Y

L

m

OQ>

[pW]-^

[pW]-^

T
>

c MR>b

k

m_n o

OPT

C ?

OPT hF

iqW

COMB is by far not the only [W] -competitive algorithm, but it seems to
be one of the simplest. Other [pW] -competitive algorithms are obtained
by choosing TS, BIT and MTF with different probabilities than COMB
does. A different way is to choose randomly for each item whether it
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should use the critical request functions of TS, BIT, or MTF. In Chapter 3, we will show that no projective algorithm can beat COMB.
The original proof of Theorem 1.10 is based on a partitioning of the
request sequences. The phases are those described in the following
lemma.

Lemma 1.11 Consider a list with the only items r and s with initial
state tursv . The following table shows the expected cost for the algorithms BIT, TS, COMB and OPT for a set of request sequences. We
assume wxzy and {|x\} .

request sequence

BIT

TS

COMB

OPT





}

}

r ~  sr3ss

 {(}

{

}Py*X{

{}

r ~  sr3r

{

X{R}

}X{

{

r ~ss



Proof. Note that BIT and TS only use free exchanges. Therefore,
we only need to count expected access costs. The expected cost spent
for the request to s in the sequence Bs*j is the probability that r is in
front of s in the list after serving  . Since the order of the items in the
list is determined by the order of the critical requests in the augmented
request sequence, this is not a hard task. The following tables give the
cost of the sequences. Note that in the tables the augmented request
sequences are shown. Thus the actual request sequences start at the
fifth request.
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Using Lemma 1.11, the prove of Theorem 1.10 goes as follows.
Proof. We partition every request sequence into subsequences, each of
them terminated by two consecutive requests to the same item. Assuming initial list state §  ¨ , the first sequence ©jª is one of those described
in the lemma. If that subsequence terminates in   , the next subsequence ©ª«ª will again be of one of the three forms. Note that the cost
of © ª«ª will again be like stated in the lemma because the initial list state
for © ª«ª is again §  ¨ for BIT, TS and OPT and the double request to 
works like an augmentation prefix. If ©jª terminates in ¬ , ©fªª will be
one of the three forms with  and  interchanged. Again the cost here
is the same because also in the initial state and in the ‘augmentation
prefix’,  and  change roles.
According to the table of Lemma 1.11, COMB’s cost is bounded by 1.6
times OPT’s cost for all these subsequences. But the very last subsequence might not belong to one of the three types. However it will be a
prefix of one of the three types with only the last request missing. Since
OPT never pays on the last request, adding it would leave the cost of
OPTunchanged and merely overestimate the cost of COMB, so the cost
ratio of COMB versus OPT is even better in this case.
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Figure 1.4: The optimal algorithm on two items.
Since we have COMB ¼½j¾¿ ÀÁÂÄÃ OPT ¼µ½j¾ for all subsequences, COMB
is strictly ÀÁÂ -competitive on two items. From Theorem 1.4 it therefore
follows that COMB is strictly ÀÁÂ -competitive on lists of arbitrary length.
On two items, there exists a ÀÁÅ -competitive online algorithm. Unfortunately, one cannot express it in terms of projective algorithms.
Algorithm 1.12 The algorithm uses of Figure 1.2 by keeping track of
OPT’s state in the figure. If OPT is in the left or the right state, both
algorithms have the same list state. Whenever OPT moves into the
middle state, that is, the item at the second position in the list was
requested, the online algorithm moves the item to the front only with
probability 0.5.
The cost of the online algorithm and OPT are given in Figure 1.4. From
Figure 1.4 it is easy to see that between two visits of the middle state,
OPT pays exactly one unit, whereas our online algorithm pays 1.5 units.
Therefore our algorithm is ÀÁÅ -competitive. A° proof using a potential
function would assign potential Æ*ÁÅ to the state ®²²¯± and Æ to the others.
On
two items, a lower bound of ÀÁÅ is very easily obtained. Let Çd¼ È¾É"Ê
° ®¯±
be the initial list state. If the adversary chooses the request sequences ¯¯¯ and ¯¬® ®® with equal probability, no algorithm can be
strictly Ë -competitive with ËÍÌ ÀÁÅ . Note that OPT pays one unit on
either sequence. To do this, it has to move ¯ to the front in the first
sequence, but leave it at the second position in the second sequence.
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Otherwise, it pays at least two units. Any online algorithm makes a
mistake with probability Î¥ÏÐ . Therefore, its expected cost are ÑpÏÐ .
For the non-strict case, one has to repeat this process arbitrarily many
times. This can be done because one can assume that the list states are
equal after one round. Depending on whether it is ÒuÓÔÕ or ÒuÔ¬ÓNÕ , the next
round uses the same sequences again or it uses ÓÓÓ and ÓÔÔÔ .
As we have seen earlier, a Ö -competitive algorithm in the partial cost
model is also Ö -competitive in the full cost model. Concerning lower
bounds, it is the other way round. Lower bounds in the full cost model
generalize to the partial cost model.

1.4 The Offline Problem
Since the performance of an online algorithm is compared with the optimal offline algorithm OPT, understanding the problem of computing
OPT ×µØjÙ becomes an issue itself.
A simple algorithm has running time ÚÛ×Ü×µÝaÞ"ÙàßâáãÙ on a list with Ý items
and a sequence with á requests. It is based on a straightforward dynamic programming algorithm for metrical task systems [19] which
works as follows.
Let äB×åàæàçÙ be the minimal cost needed to serve the first å requests of the
request sequence Ø and end up in the list state ç . By è we denote the
set of all ÝÞ possible list states. Using dynamic programming, we have
to fill a table with á éêÑ rows and ÝÞ columns with the values äB×åàæàçÙ ,
åë(ÎÏâÏâÏìá , çîíïè . Once the table is filled, OPT ×ØjÙ is obtained by
ðòñôó
õNö÷

äB×áøæàçÙqÏ

To fill the table, we use the recursion
äù×µåÜæúçVÙûë

  

Here,

ç and

ð ñôó
ò
õ¬üýö÷aþ äù×µå

Ý×ç

Ö Ö×åàæàçÙ



ÿRÑæàç



Ùfé



Ý×µç



æúçÙ

é



Ö Ö×µåÜæàçÙqÏ

(1.12)


denotes the minimal cost to move from state ç to
denotes the cost for accessing Ø in ç . The base case is

æúçÙ
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. The time needed to compute all
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This runtime can be reduced to
by using the fact that there is
an optimal algorithm which uses only so-called subset transfers [28].
In a subset transfer, one moves a subset of the items preceding the requested item 8 just behind 8 without changing their relative orders.
* %394:
-,
Only
among the possible transformations are subset transfers.
In his semester thesis, Pietrzak [26] showed that the problem can be
* ;-,6<#07
solved in time
. As a first step, we break equation 1.12 into
=>)'?

@.

ACBED
 ;)NMPO ?Q=ESRT UQ=VXW
F IG H9JLK

()'

@.

 = ;)??YRZ5[\[])'^`_
)

(1.13)
(1.14)

 = )'?

The hard part now is to compute for a fixed the values
when
(;)LMaO9
are given. In the simple algorithm, we compute
the values
-,
-,
values in order to compute the minimum in (1.13). Hence all the
ways of reordering the list state are considered to compute just a single

value. This has to be done for every list state .
-,
 = )'
values
at the same time. The algoPietrzak computes all
rithm is based on the fact that 4 a reordering of a list state breaks down to
W
applying a series of at most K / paid exchanges to the list state.
 =

be a list state that minimizes the expression on the right hand
Let
 =  Qbcedf1_g_1_f?ihj 
side of (1.13) and let
be the sequence of list
 =

states we obtain when reordering the list state from to using single
paid exchanges. It is easy to see that
 = )'lk#m d no = )'Nk pRoO
 = )'

qrtsvuxwayz_
 ={ g
h | ;)??

This allows to compute
as follows. Let
be the value
 =
of the right hand side of (1.13) when we consider for only list states

y

that we can obtain from by at most exchanges. Define }
to be

the set of list states that can be obtained from list state by applying at
most one paid exchange. Using
 = { b | )'^

@.

 ;)NMPO9

 = { h1| )'^

@.

AtBID
 = { h d | ;)?? = RT ]U!? =  W
{ |
F GIH&~ F K
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for all





in time

. This

concludes the description of the algorithm.
Since we prove in Chapter 4 that computing OPT is  -hard [9], a

 .
polynomial algorithm does not exist unless 

1.5 Other Models
Besides the full cost and the partial cost model, various other models
have been considered. The j model is a generalization of the standard model where no free exchanges are allowed and each paid exchange costs  units, whereas the definition of the access costs remains
unchanged.
z\9 
Reingold, Westbrook, and Sleator [29] show that their COUNTER
9 
algorithms are
tc

i

o

¡

 ¢






¡




o
¡

'

competitive. These algorithms maintain a randomly initialized counter

modulo for each item which is increased on every request to its item.
£ 
Whenever a counter reaches
, its item is moved to the front. For

%z1c¤ 9 
each  , there exists a such that COUNTER
is ¥ -competitive
¡ §.¨ ©
©ª
« ¬¨ ' ¡r®
¡ §¯¡°
for ¥7¦
. The best competitive ratio is
for
²±
³ .
Sleator and Tarjan also analyze models where accessing an item at po
;X
sition costs ´
units [31].
There are many results concerning average case analysis for list update
algorithms. Here the request sequences are generated by a probability
distribution. The requests are independent and the probability for the
next request to be to µ(¶ is ·z¶ . The performance is usually compared to
the optimal static algorithm STAT. This algorithm maintains the items
in non-decreasing order by the probabilities ·Y¶ . Rivest [30] showed that
there exists a constant ¸ such that
¹»º

FREQUENCY COUNT

¼X½¾

¹¿º

STAT

U¼ ½
¸

§
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However, À has to be chosen very large. Chung, Hajela, and Seymour
[16] proved a similar result for MTF:
Á¿Â

MTF ÃUÄÅÆÈÇ

Á¿Â

ÉÊ

STAT ÃUÄÅÆiËZÀ

for a much smaller constant À . Gonnet, Munro, and Suwanda [18]
proved that this ratio is tight for MTF. Recently, Albers and Mitzenmacher [4] showed
Á
Â

TS ÃÄÅ
Æ

Ç

ÌÊ

Á
Â

OPT ÃÄÅ

Æ ËÍÀfÎ

This result is stronger since OPT performs much better than STAT. Remember that this ratio only holds for sequences generated by a probability distribution as described above.

Chapter 2

A Lower Bound for the
Partial Cost Model
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we show a lower bound of Ï9Ð¯Ñ9Ò:ÏÏfÑ for the partial cost
model. This improves the trivial lower bound of Ï Ð¯Ñ presented in the
previous chapter. While the improvement over the previous bound is
tiny, the significance of the result lies in the fact that the new value is
strictly larger than Ï9Ð¯Ñ . This number is important because it is a tight
bound for two-item lists. Previously, many researchers believed that
there is a Ï9Ð¯Ñ -competitive algorithm for arbitrarily long lists. Our result
shows that this is not possible in the partial cost model and indicates
that there is no such algorithm in the full cost model either.
In order to show that no algorithm can be strictly Ó -competitive, one
usually gives a probability distribution over the set of finite request sequences Ô for which one can prove that any algorithm Õ has expected
cost
Ö»×
Ö¿×
A ØÙÚÛÜÝÓÞ
OPT ØUÙÚÛ9Ð
(2.1)
The expectation is taken over the request sequences chosen in the probability distribution. Inequality (2.1) makes sure that for a given algo25
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rithm A, one can always find a request sequence for which
A ßUàáeâÝãä OPT ßàá`å
Because of Yao’s theorem [34], we only have to check against all deterministic algorithms.
Theorem 2.1 (Yao) If there is a probability distribution on request sequences so that (2.1) holds for any deterministic online algorithm A,
then (2.1) holds also for any randomized algorithm A.
In order to show a lower bound for non-strict competitive algorithms,
one has to give a whole family of probability distributions, one for each
value of æ , such that
ç»è

A ßUàáéâPã¢ä

ç»è

OPT ßàáéQêÝæ

(2.2)

holds. In general, the expected optimal offline cost of the request sequences considered will have to grow with the value of æ .
Our construction uses a game tree where alternately the adversary generates a request and the online algorithm serves it. The adversary is
oblivious. That is, he is not informed about the action of the online algorithm. So the game tree has imperfect information [25]. We consider
a finite tree where – after some requests – the ratio of online versus optimal offline cost is the payoff to the adversary. This defines a zero-sum
game, which we solve by linear programming. For a game tree that is
sufficiently deep, and restricted to a suitable subset of requests so that
the tree is not too large in order to stay solvable, this game has a value
of more than ë9å¯ì9íîëë¬ì . This shows that any strictly ã -competitive online
algorithm fulfills ãïâðë9å¯ì íîëëfì . In order to derive from this a new lower
bound for the competitive ratio ã according to (1.3) with a nonzero constant æ , one has to generate arbitrarily long request sequences. This can
be achieved by composing the game trees repeatedly, as we will show.
A drawback is our assumption of the partial instead of the full cost
model. In the latter model, where a request to the ñ th item in the list
incurs cost ñ , the known lower bound is ë9å¯ìLòxì]óôß;õïêöì]á for a list with õ
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items. This result by Teia [32] yields a lower bound for the competitive
ratio much below ÷ ø¯ù when the list is short. In fact, there is a ÷9ø¯ù competitive algorithm for lists with no more than 13 items, as we will
show in Section 2.7. To prove a lower bound above ÷9ø¯ù for the full cost
model, we would have to extend our construction to lists with at least
14 items.
One reason why it is so hard to find lower bounds might be that the
game defined by the list update problem does not have a value, meaning
that the competitive ratio of the best online algorithm is larger than the
best possible lower bound (Remember that lower bounds are specified
by a probability distribution on the request sequences). However, this
is not true, as we show in Section 2.8.

2.2 Teia’s result
Teia [32] has constructed a lower bound of ÷9ø¯ù for the competitive ratio
in the full cost model. Since we will use his ideas for an improved lower
bound in the partial cost model, we explain his proof in the simpler
partial cost model.
Teia constructs an adversary strategy for which (2.2) holds with ú2û
÷ ø¯ù . The request sequences are generated in runs which are repeated
indefinitely. The runs are defined by list states. For the first run, the
initial list state üþý%ÿ is considered. To obtain the run from the list, we
traverse the list from front to back, requesting each item with equal
probability either once or three times. If an item is requested three
times, it is moved to the front of the list, otherwise it is left in place.
This results in a new list, which determines the next run.
It turns out that the optimal offline algorithm on these sequences can be
described as follows.
Algorithm 2.2 (3MTF) Move  to the front if and only if the next three
requests are all to  .
To see that 3MTF is optimal on any of Teia’s sequences  , note that
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3MTF is projective on  since we have
 3MTF
 3MTF
    


Therefore, using (1.8), we obtain
3MTF 

3MTF    

 

(2.3)

Note that Definition 1.3 does not require an algorithm to be online.
Furthermore, Equation (1.8) clearly also holds for offline algorithms
which are projective.
Because of (1.9), we only have to prove that 3MTF is optimal on two
items. This holds because 3MTF pays exactly one unit per run in this
case, which also is a lower bound since in each run, there is at least one
request to each item.
Concerning the online player, we have

"!

A $#&%


  

"!    
A  '#(

(2.4)

Here, )  denotes the optimal online algorithm on the projections of
Teia’s adversary strategy. The explanation for (2.4) is very similar to
that of (1.9).
Teia’s proof is based on a potential function * . *,+ is the number of
inversions between A’s and OPT’s list state after the - th run . . Since
both algorithms start in the same list state, it holds *0/132 . He proves
"!
A .4 56*7+98:*;+=<?>#0%A@CB0D OPT .4
(2.5)
For sequences  with E runs, we get
"!
A  5F*HGI8:*J/K#0%A@CB0D OPT 
Since we have 2MLN*OGPL QSR TU for lists with V items, there exists a E for
each WYXF2 such that
!
A  # X @ZC B[8\W]D OPT ^

2.2. Teia’s result
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Table 2.1: Expected online cost if g ij?k;l3m

which proves the result.

In order to prove (2.5), let n4oq be the projection of the  th run to ` and
b . Because of (2.4) and (2.3) and OPT oq n oq l v , we can prove (2.5)
by showing that

{:} o q  nsoq 
A
~6g i :g i=j?k0

vC

z

OPToq  npoq  

(2.6)

To keep the notation simple, we also use g1i to denote the projection of
the potential function to ` and b here. We have g i l m if there is no
inversion between ` and b , and gOi?l v otherwise.
The Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show (2.6). Because of symmetry, we only
consider runs where OPT’s list state initially is _a`rbsd . There are four
cases for n oq , all have the same probability to be chosen. Table 2.1
refers to the case gHi=jkJl3m . In Table 2.2, we assume gOi=jkJl v . We can
assume that A moves the requested item to the front whenever there are
two requests to it in a row. This holds because in this case, A knows that
there is another request to the same item following. Therefore moving
it to the front is always optimal. Thus, there are only four different ways
to serve nwoq . MTF means that the item is moved to the front already at
the first request. WAIT moves it at the second request, if there is one.
t
By i we denote the online player’s cost. Since OPT oqw n oq l v in all
cases, we obtain (2.6).
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2.3 Poset algorithms
Using partial orders, one can construct a C® -competitive list update
algorithm for lists with up to four items [6]. The partial order is initially
equal to the linear order of the items in the list. After each request, the
partial order is modified as follows, where  ¯° means that  and  are
incomparable:
partial order
after request to
´¶µ
± ²  °r·
³


before
¯°
¯
¹¸F ¦¸F
¶¸º
 ¸F
¹
¹¸F
¯
That is, a request only affects the requested item  in relation to the
remaining items. Then  is in front of all items  except if  ¸ 
held before, which is changed to  ¯° . The initial order in the list and
the request sequence determine the resulting partial order. Note the
similarity to Automaton 1.2. One can generate an arbitrary partial order
in this way [6].
The partial order defines a position
»½¼ ¾ ¿ µ ³¿(À¸FÁ·¿Â§A¿ µ Ã¿(¯°Á·4¿ÅÄZ
for each item  . If the online algorithm that only uses free exchanges
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can maintain a distribution on lists so that the expected cost of accessing an item Æ is equal to ÇÉÈ=ÆÊ , then this algorithm is ËÌCÍ -competitive
[6]. One can show that then with probability one Æ is behind all items
Î with ÎºÏ Æ , and precedes with probability 1/2 those items Î where
ÆÐ Î . Incomparable elements reflect the possibility of a “mistake” of
not transposing these items, which should have probability 1/2. For
lists with up to four items, one can maintain such a distribution using
two lists only. That is, the partial order is represented as the intersection
of two linear orders represented by the lists, where each list is updated
by moving the requested item suitably to the front, using only free exchanges. The algorithm works by choosing one of these lists at the
beginning with probability 1/2 as the actual list and serving it so as to
maintain the partial order (with the aid of the separately stored second
list).
The partial order approach is very natural for the projection on pairs
and when the online algorithm can only use free exchanges. A lower
bound above ËÌCÍ must exploit a failure of this algorithm. This is already
possible for lists with five items, despite the fact that all five-element
partial orders are two-dimensional (representable as the intersection of
two linear orders). Namely, let the items be the letters Ñ to Ò and let the
initial list be ÓÔÑ4Õ×ÖÙØwÒÙÚ , and consider the request sequences

Û?ÜJÝ

ØwÕÙÒØ

and

ÛcÞOÝ

ØwÕÙÒÂÖ]Ì

(2.7)

After the first request to Ø , the partial order states are ØÁÐÑ , Ø?ÐKÕ , Ø?ÐÖ ,
and Ø Ï Ò , and otherwise Ñ Ï Õ Ï Ö Ï Ò . Using a free exchange,
Ø can only be moved forward and has to precede Ö , Õ , Ñ each with
probability 1/2. This is achieved uniquely with the uniform distribution
on the two lists ÓÔÑ4ÕÖÙØÒKÚ and ÓÔØpÑ4ÕÖÒÙÚ (this, as well as the following, holds
even though distributions on more than two lists are allowed). The next
request to Õ induces Õ Ï Ø , so Õ must be moved in front of Ø in the
list ÓÔØsÑ4Õ×ÖÒKÚ , where Õ already passes Ñ , which yields the unique uniform
distribution on ÓÔÑ4ÕÖÙØÒKÚ and ÓÅÕ×ØsÑwÖÒKÚ . The next request to Ò entails that Ò
is incomparable with all other items. It can be handled deterministically
in exactly two ways (or by a random choice between these two ways):
Either Ò is moved to the front in ÓÅÕ×ØsÑwÖÒKÚ , yielding the two lists ÓÔÑ4Õ×ÖÙØwÒÙÚ
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and ßÅà(á×âsãwäå with equal probability, or à is moved to the front in ßÔã4á×äÙâwàÙå ,
yielding the two lists ßÅàÂã4á×äKâæå and ßÅá×âsãwäàKå with equal probability. If the
two lists are ßÔã4á×äKâàKå and ßÅà(á×âsãwäå , the algorithm must disagree with the
partial order after the request to â as in çéè , since then â must precede
both ã and à in both lists (so â is moved to the front in both lists) but
then incorrectly passes á where only áêâ should hold. Similarly, for the
two lists ßÅàã4á×äÙâëå and ßÅá×âsãwäàKå the request to ä as in çì moves ä in front
of à and â in both lists, so that it passes ã , violating ã êä . Thus, either çíè
or ç ì in (2.7) causes the poset-based algorithm to fail, which otherwise
achieves a competitive ratio of 1.5. These sequences will be used with
certain probabilities in our lower bound construction.

2.4 Game trees with imperfect information
As we have seen in Chapter 1, the list update problem can be phrased
as a zero-sum game between two players, the adversary and the online
algorithm (or online player). A lower bound for strictly competitive
algorithms can be shown by giving a finite adversary strategy for which
(2.1) holds.
In order to deal with finite games, we assume a finite set î ï ð of
request sequences (for example all of a given bounded length), which
represent the pure strategies of the adversary. These can be mixed by
randomization. There exist only a finite number ñ of possible ways
of deterministically serving these request sequences in î . These deterministic online algorithms can also be chosen randomly by suitable
probabilities òó for ô\õ ö÷õ ñ . In this context of finitely many request sequences, an arbitrary constant á in (1.3) is not reasonable, so
we look at strict competitiveness. To be strictly ä -competitive against
the adversary strategies in î , it must hold for all ç in î that
ø
ù
(2.8)
ò4ó Aópû=çüJõ6ä;ý OPT ûþçürÿ
óKúè
where Aópû=çü is the cost incurred by the ö th online algorithm and OPT ûþç ü
is the optimal offline cost for serving ç . We can disregard the trivial se-
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quences with OPT   that consist only of requests to the first
item in the list. In this case (2.8) is equivalent to










A 

OPT



(2.9)



The terms A  OPT  in (2.9), for 
and
  , can





be treated as a payoff to the adversary in a zero-sum game matrix with
rows and columns . Correspondingly, a lower bound  for the strict

competitive ratio of list update algorithms is an expected competitive
ratio [15] resulting from a distribution on request sequences. This distribution is a mixed strategy of the adversary with probabilities   for
in  so that for all online strategies  "!
!


## 

A 





)
(
OPT
%$'&


(2.10)

Note that the bounds in (2.9) hold only for the strategies in  , whereas
the lower bounds in (2.10) hold in general.
In the finite case, the minimax theorem for zero-sum games [34] asserts
that there are mixed strategies for both players and reals and  so that

(2.9) and (2.10) hold with  . Then is the “value” of the game and


the optimal strict competitive ratio for the chosen finite approximation
of the list update problem. Note that it depends on the admitted length
of request sequences. Due to the complicated implicit definition and
large size of the game matrix, the best known bounds for and  in (2.9)

and (2.10) that hold irrespective of the length of the request sequences
do not coincide.
The number of request sequences is exponential in the length of the sequences. The online player has an even larger number of strategies
since that player’s actions are conditional on the observed requests.
This is best described by a game tree. At each nonterminal node of
the tree, a player makes a move corresponding to an outgoing edge.
The game starts at the root of the tree where the adversary chooses the
first request. Then, the online player moves with actions corresponding
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to the possible reorderings of the list after the request. There are *,+
actions corresponding to all possible reorderings. (Later, we will see
that most of them need not be considered.) The players continue to
move alternatingly until the last request and the reaction by the online
player. Each leaf of the tree defines a sequence - and an online cost
A ./- 0 (depending on the online actions leading to that leaf), with payoff
A ./- 01 OPT ./-0 to the adversary.
The restricted information of the adversary in this game tree is modeled by information sets [25]. Here, an information set is a set of nodes
where the adversary is to move and which are preceded by the same
previous moves of the adversary himself. Hence, the nodes in the set
differ only by the preceding moves of the online player, which the adversary cannot observe. An action of the adversary is assigned to each
information set (rather than an individual node) and is by definition the
same action for every node in that set. Hence, the probability for choosing an item, say 2 , as a next request must be the same in all nodes of the
information set. On the other hand, the online player is fully informed
about past requests, so his information sets are singletons. Figure 2.1
shows the initial part of the game tree for a list with three items for the
first and second request by the adversary, and the first online response,
here restricted to free exchanges only.
A pure strategy in a game tree assigns a move to every information
set of a player, except for those that are unreachable due to an earlier
choice of that player. Here, the online player has information sets (like
in Figure 2.1) where each combination of moves defines a different
strategy. This induces an exponential growth of the number of strategies
in the size of the tree. The strategic approach using a game matrix as in
(2.9) and (2.10) becomes therefore computationally intractable even if
the game tree is still of moderate size. Instead, we have used a recent
method [33, 24] which allows to solve a game tree with a “sequence
form” game matrix and corresponding linear program that has the same
size as the game tree.
Using game trees, a first approach to finding a randomized strategy for
the adversary is the following. Consider a list with five items, the minimum number where a competitive ratio above 3"465 is possible. Fix a
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Figure 2.1: Game tree with information sets.
maximum length @ of request sequences, and generate the game tree
for requests up to that length. At each leaf, the payoff to the adversary is the quotient of online and offline cost for serving that sequence.
Then convert the game tree to a linear program, and compute optimal
strategies with an LP solver (we used CPLEX).
However, this straightforward method does not lead to a strict competitiveness above A"B6C , for two reasons. First, “mistakes” of an algorithm
manifest themselves only later as actual costs. As an example, if A
moves D to the front on the first request of EGF D=HIHIH , we really need
the requests to H to make A pay for this mistake. So there is little hope
for an improved lower bound using short request sequences. Secondly,
even if only short sequences are considered, the online player has J,K
responses to every move of the adversary, so that the game tree grows
so fast that the LP becomes computationally infeasible already for very
small values of @ .
The first problem is overcome by adding the number of inversions of
the online list, denoted by LNM in the tables 2.1 and 2.2 above, to the
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payoff at each leaf. This yields a strict competitive ratio greater than
OP6Q
for rather short sequences. The inversions are converted into actual
costs by attaching a well structured subgame to each leaf of the game
tree that generates requests sequences similar to Teia’s lower bound
construction. The next section describes the details.
The second problem, the extremely rapid growth of the game tree, is
avoided as follows. First, we limit the possible moves of the online
player by allowing only paid exchanges of a special form, so-called
subset transfers [28]. A subset transfer chooses some items in front of
the requested item R and puts them in the same order directly behind R
SUT=XbR\VbYWZ [I]%_ ). Afterwards, the adversary’s strat(e.g. SUTWV X?Y=Z R\[^] _a`
egy computed against this “weak” online player is tested against all
deterministic strategies of the online player, which can be done quickly
by dynamic programming. It turns out that the lower bound still holds,
that is, the “strong” online player who may use arbitrary paid exchanges
cannot profit from its additional power. Remember that using free exchanges does not help the online player since they can be simulated by
paid exchanges, as we have seen on page 6.

2.5 The game tree gadgets
We compose a game tree from two types of trees or “gadgets”. The first
gadget called FLUP (for “finite list update problem”) has a small, irregular structure. The second gadget called IC (for “inversion converter”)
is regularly structured. An instance of IC is appended to each leaf of
FLUP. Both gadgets come with a randomized strategy for the adversary, which has been computed by linear programming for FLUP. One
can prove that against this adversary strategy, the best online strategy
O"P6Qdc Ofeg'hji
, about
has an expected strict competitive ratio of at least
OP6Q"klO'OmQ
. To check all possible online strategies, one can use dynamic
programming. The FLUP game we used is the shortest that we found;
larger versions of FLUP give higher lower bounds. If we allowed in
the FLUP game all request sequences of length at most n , the limit of
the game value for no` p would be the value of the list update game.
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requests

qsr
q=w?zr
q=w?zr
q=w?z{yjr
q=w?z{yjr
q=w?z{yjr
q=w?z{q^r
q=w?z{q^r
q=w?z{q^r

offline list

tUqvuxwby{z |
tzmuWwby?q'|
tzw<u=y?q'|
tUuxwby?q=z |
tUu=y{zfwbq'|
tUy{zfwbqu%|
twbqvu=y{z |
twbq=zmu=y>|
tUq=zmuxwby>|
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OPT





# 
# 
# 




Table 2.3: The adversary strategy
This follows from Section 2.8.
Both gadgets assume a particular state of the offline list, which is a parameter that determines the adversary strategy. Furthermore, at the root
of FLUP (which is the beginning of the entire game), it is assumed that
tUuxwby?q=z?|
. Then the
both online and offline list are in the same state, say
q
adversary strategy for FLUP generates only the request sequences ,
qWw z qWw zmy
q=w?zmq
,
, and
with positive probability, which are the sequences
in (2.8) or a prefix thereof. After the responses of the online player
to one of these request sequences, the FLUP tree terminates in a leaf
with a particular status of the online list and of the offline list, where
the latter is also chosen by the adversary, independently of the online
q
tUquWwby{z?|
list. For the request sequence , that offline list is
, that is, the
q
offline algorithm has moved to the front. If the FLUP game termiq=w?z
nates after the request sequence
, the adversary makes an additional
internal choice, unobserved by the online player, between the offline
tz{uxwby?q'|
tzfwbu=y?q'|
lists
and
z
q . Inw the first case, the offline player
w brought
to the front but left and in their place, in the second, was also
moved to the front. Similar choices are performed between the offline
q=w?z{y
q=w?z{q
lists for the request sequences
and
.
The specific probabilities for these choices of the adversary in FLUP
are shown in Table 2.3. The last column denotes the cost for the opti-
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mal offline algorithm. The FLUP tree starts with  as the first request,
followed by the possible responses of the online player. Next, the adversary exits with probability ''%Wf' , without a request, to the leaf
with offline list Uvxb{  , and with complementary probability requests
item  , which is followed by the online move, and so on.
Each leaf of the FLUP tree is the root of an IC gadget which generates requests (similar to the runs in Teia’s construction, see below),
depending on the offline list. The number of inversions of the online
list relative to this offline list is denoted by  . The purpose of the IC
gadget is to convert these  inversions into actual costs. Any request
sequence generated by the IC gadget can be treated with the same minimal offline cost  , here  " . Thereby, the online algorithm makes
mistakes relative to the offline algorithm, so that the online cost in IC
is at least "6" ¡ .
Since adding the IC gadgets leads to a game far too large to compute
its value, we consider instead the game consisting only of the FLUP
tree with the following payoffs at its leafs. Let A be the cost the online
player has to pay on its path from the root to the leaf. Then the payoff
to the adversary at this leaf is

¢


A ¡£¤"6j
OPT ¥



(2.11)

Note that the expected payoff to the adversary in this small game is at
most as large as in the one with the ICs. Therefore, the value of the
small game is the desired lower bound.
The probabilities in table 2.3 have been computed by linear programming. One can show that any online strategy, as represented in the
FLUP tree, has an expected strict competitive ratio of at least 6¦ ¨©«§ ª ,
or about "6l'm .
At a leaf of the FLUP gadget, the adversary reveals his list state to
¢
the online player and he charges . This he can do since, as we will
see later, there exists a strategy for the adversary which depends only
on the adversary’s list state which makes the online player pay at least
6j¬ in the expectation, whereas the adversary pays
¢ only  . Hence
at the leaf, the adversary can indeed guarantee payoff .

2.5. The game tree gadgets
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The fact that the strategy does not depend on the online list is crucial,
since otherwise the adversary would not be oblivious any more. Revealing the adversary’s list to the online player is allowed since it merely
weakens the position of the adversary: Any online strategy without this
extra information can also be used when the online player is informed
about the adversary’s internal choice, so then the online player cannot
be worse.
The offline list assigned to a leaf of the FLUP gadget is part of an optimal offline treatment (computed similar to [28]) for the entire request
sequence. However, that list may even be part of a suboptimal offline
treatment, which suffices for showing a lower bound since it merely
increases the denominator in (2.10). Some of the offline costs in table
2.3 can only be realized with paid exchanges by the offline algorithm.
For example, the requests ®=¯?°m± are served with cost 10 yielding the offline list ²¯b±?®=°m³ ´ by initial paid exchanges that move ³ to the end of the
list. With free exchanges, this can only be achieved by moving every
requested item in front of ³ , which would result in higher costs.
In the remainder of this section, we describe the IC gadget. Its purpose
is to convert the inversions at the end of the FLUP game to real costs
while maintaining the lower bound of at least µ¶6· . At the same time,
these inversions are removed so that both the online list and the offline
list are in the same order after serving the IC.
The IC extends the construction by Teia [32] described in Section 2.2.
Let ¸¦¹ be the sequence that requests the first º items of the current
offline list in ascending order, requesting each item with probability
1/2 either once or three times. Assume that the offline algorithm treats
¸¦¹ by moving an item that is requested three times to the front at the
first request, while leaving any other item in place, which is optimal.
The triply requested items, in reverse order, are then the first items of
the new offline list, followed by the remaining items in the order they
had before. Then ¸¼» is a run as used in Teia’s construction for a list with
½ items. The random request sequence generated there can be written
as ¸¿» ¾ , that is, a À -fold repetition of ¸ » , where À goes to infinity. Note
that the offline list and hence the order of the requests changes from
one run ¸¦» to the next, so ¸Â» Á , for example, is not a repetition of two
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identical sequences. We still have (2.3) for sequences consisting of
these runs. The optimal offline treatment of ÃÄ is still the same as in
ÄÇ<È
the special case of Ã¼Å and costs Æ units.
Next we show

ÉËÊ

A ÌÍÃÎÄ'Ï,ÐÒÑÔÓÖÕ¦×ÙØ¡ÑÔÓÍÚÛÝÜÞ6ß OPT ÌÍÃ¦Ä'ÏIà

(2.12)

where Ñ ÓáÕÎ× and Ñ Ó denote the inversions between the list states of the
two players before and after the run. All we have to do is to generalize
(2.6). Previously, âWã{ä was one of the four sequences of Table 2.1. In
the general case, â ã{ä can also be å , åæåIå or the empty sequence.

ÉéÊ

In all three cases, we have OPT ã#ä Ìáâ ã{ä Ïoç è . Additionally, we have
A Ìáâ ã{ä Ï¿ÐêÑ ÓÖÕ¦× ÚoÛ è , because the online algorithm incurs cost at
least one
ÉËÊ
ÉËifÊ ÑëÓÖÕ¦×ìç Ü . Hence,
A ÌÖâã#ä'ÏÐÒÑÔÓÖÕ¦×ÙØ¡ÑÔÓíÚÛêÜ"Þ6ß OPT Ìáâvã{äÏ

Ø

ÑÔÓÖÚ

(2.13)

holds. In order to prove (2.6), we can simply omit the additional term
on the right hand side.
As in (2.5) above, (2.12) can be extended to concatenations of sequences Ã¼Ä . Let us first consider the randomly generated sequence
defined by the four runs
IC îæïðçÃÎñ

Ã¦ò

Ã

Ç

Ã ×à

which by the preceding
considerations fulfills
ÉéÊ
A Ì IC îÍÏóÚÛÝÜÞ6ß OPT Ì IC îôÏ

(2.14)

ÉËÊ

Ø¡ÑöõöÐ

Ñ ñÚ

(2.15)

A more refined analysis
ÉéÊ shows
A Ì IC î Ï÷ÚÛøÜ"Þ6ß OPT Ì IC î Ï

ØùÑ õ Þ

(2.16)

Namely, if we consider the projection of IC î to any pair of items, the
last run is one where only one item is requested, hence (2.13) applies.
ÉËÊ obtain
ÉËÊ
Therefore we
A Ì IC î ÏÐÒÑ

õ Ø¡ÑÔñbÚÙÛêÜ"Þ6ß

OPT Ì IC î Ï¼Ø

ÑÔñ?Ú
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which proves (2.16). Hence, IC ú serves as an inversion converter with
ûýü þ#ÿ .
However, the inversion converter we will use is

        
(2.17)
because this one allows to prove
 ! 
A  IC  þ OPT  IC 
(2.18)
Note that if we project IC to any pair of items, the last two runs will be
" or "#"#" . Hence, the projection ends with at least two requests to " in
IC

ü

a row. A simple case analysis shows that for the last two runs together,
one can prove

%$'&)(+*,.-0/  .-12 þ3 OPT %$'&4(657 . -8 (2.19)
" "#"#"#"= , and  -0/  and  - count the
Here, we have $ &4(:9<; "#" "#"#"#" "##
inversions before and after the last two runs. Again, we have OPT 0$#&4( ü
ÿ . The following case analysis proves (2.19) and therefore also (2.18).
.-0ÿ /  .ÿ - A %$'&4(3*,ÿ.-0/  .-1 57 >ÿ .-0

ÿ
þ
5þ
5
þ
ÿ
ÿ

þ
þ
5
5
Using IC, we obtain a lower bound above þ3 for the competitive ratio ?
in (2.2) for any additive constant @ by arguing as follows. If we assume
that the online player uses MTF to serve the inversion converter, we have
  ü ÿ at the leaves of the IC. Since the list states of the two players
A

coincide, we can add new FLUP games at the leaves of the inversion
converter. Doing this recursively, we can generate request sequences
of arbitrary length and offline cost. Hence, our bound holds for any
constant in (2.2).
Indeed, there is no use for the online player to have inversions at the end
of the inversion converter since by (2.18), he pays exactly the amount
he would have to pay for creating them as a first step in the next FLUP
game.

@
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2.6 Free exchange model
In the above construction, the value of the lower bound does not depend
on whether the online player may use paid exchanges or not, but the adversary’s strategy does use paid exchanges. So it seems that the online
player cannot gain additional power from paid exchanges. This raises
the conjecture that by restricting both players to free exchanges only,
the list update problem might still have an optimal competitive ratio
. However, this is false. There is a randomized adversary strategy
of
where the offline algorithm uses only free exchanges which cannot be
served better than with a competitive ratio of
.

A3BC

A3BCEDFAHG3IKJMLNL

In the previous case, the pure strategies of the adversary consisted of request sequences with at most four requests plus an inversion converter.
This is short enough such that one can allow all request sequences of
length four for the adversary. In the optimal randomized strategy computed by the linear program, most of them are chosen with probability
zero.
In the free exchange model, one needs longer request sequences to find
lower bounds larger than
. Since the number of request sequences
grows exponentially, the brute force method is not tractable anymore.
However, there is a way to generate small sets of pure strategies with
serve as candidates for our method.

ABC

If one restricts the online player to a small number of random bits and
restricts the length of the request sequences, the problem can be viewed
as a finite two-person zero-sum game with full information. Let be
the number of random bits allowed to the online player. This can be
modeled as follows. Like in the case of the poset algorithms, the state
of the online player consists of
list states. These list states can be
observed by the adversary. As a first move of the online player, he uses
the random bits to chose one of the list states uniformly at random
as the one he will use to update the list accordingly. This choice is not
revealed to the adversary.

O

O

PKQ

PQ

PQ

A request is served by changing all
list states by the online player.
The game trees end with a move of the adversary, where he chooses
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RTS
R'RTS
R'RgXh\NS
R'RgXh\bV#S
R'RgXh\bV#S
R'RgXh\bV#S
R'RgXh\bVgZoS
R'RgXh\bVgZ)XHS
R'RgXh\bVgZ)XHS
R'RgXh\bVgZ)Xh\NS
R'RgXh\bVgZ)Xh\NS
R'RgXh\bVgZ)\NS
R'RgXh\bVgZ)\NS
R'RgXh\bVgZ)\NS
R'RgXh\bVgZ)\oXHS
R'RgXh\bVgZ)\oXHS
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UWVYX!Z[R]\[^ K_probability
_]`baKcNdNaNeNe
UWR'VYX!Z4\[^ H` fNeKdNcNdNaNeNe
Ui\HX!RjVjZk^ 3d eN_KcNdNaNeNe
UWVY\4R]XkZk^ b` am'cNdNaNeNe
UWR'VYX!Z4\[^ b` nNfKcNdNaNeNe
UWR'VY\oXkZk^ Nd fKcNd3aNeKe
UWR'ZhVYXh\[^ _NlNKn cNdNaNeNe
UWVYX!Z)\bRN^ aN_NKe cNdNaNeNe
UiX!R'ZhVY\[^ `)mqKa cNdNaNeNe
UWVYX!Z)\bRN^ `N`NH` cNdNaNeNe
Ui\HX!ZhR'Vq^ `N`NH` cNdNaNeNe
UWVY\HX!ZhRN^ _KfKNc d3aNeKe
UWVY\4R]XkZk^ _KfKNc d3aNeKe
Ui\4ZhRjV]Xr^ dm'cN3d aNeKe
UWVY\HX!R'Zk^ dMpjcNd3Na eKe
UiX!ZhV]\bRN^ dMpjcNd3Na eKe

requests

offline list

_

OPT

_
l
`)m
`)m
`)m
`b_
`hp
`hp
`Hd
`Hd
`bf
`bf
`bf
`Hd
`Hd

Table 2.4: Adversary strategy in the free exchange model
a list state which serves as inversion converter. The payoff is defined
by (2.11), where A and are the expected total online cost and the
expected number of inversions taken over the random bits.

s

t

a , one finds a set of `hp
Setting tvuxw

pure strategies of length at most
eight which allow to prove the desired bound.

In the case with paid exchanges, we had a simple argument why no
online player would ever preserve inversions after the IC. Namely we
showed that for every inversion the online player kept after the IC he
would have to pay an extra cost. Instead of preserving inversions in the
IC, he could w.l.o.g. create them just after the IC, spending the same
amount.
Changing our models slightly, we can use a similar argument in the case
with free exchanges. If we repeat the in (2.17) exactly times instead
of three times, preserving an inversion now costs
units instead of

y{z

|
a
~| }
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T
ghN
ghbo
ghbo
ghb[4H

W'Y!4[ Hprobability
MTH3KKN
i4Y!hN N Mj3KKN
WYkh][ b NK3KKN
i!jh][ Kq K3KKN
W4kg][ K3 K3KKN

requests offline list



)
)
N

OPT

Table 2.5: Adversary strategy in the MTF model
only one. Note that since there are only free exchanges allowed, it is
not possible to create a new inversion between item and once the
last request to or has been served. Of course the offline cost for an
IC grows with . By allowing the online player to use paid exchanges
that cost
units per exchange just after leaving the IC and before
entering the next FLUP game, we only strengthen the online player as
there is no obligation to use them. In the new model, we can again
assume that no inversions are kept in the IC, as the online player can
perform these special paid exchanges before the FLUP game.





 




But this time, we really have to check whether the online player can
take advantage of the paid exchanges or not. This just needs a simple
extension of our dynamic programming approach. If he can, the value
of has to be increased.



   

For the adversary strategy in Table 2.4, the best online algorithm achieves
using the original IC.
a competitive factor of
The same can be done in the model where elements either stay at their
current position or are moved to the front of the list. The strategy presented in Table 2.5 also uses the regular inversion converter and proves
a lower bound of
.

3E   

2.7 Full cost model
The method we presented here cannot be applied to the full cost model
because one would have to use lists with at least fourteen items. The

2.7. Full cost model
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¡¢£

reason for this is the existence of a
-competitive algorithm COMB13
for lists with up to 13 items in the full cost model. Like COMB, COMB13
is a combination of TS and BIT. But this time, BIT is chosen with
, whereas we choose TS with probability
.
probability

£K¤3¥

¡H¤3¥

Clearly, COMB13 is projective and we can prove its competitive ratio
along the lines of the proof of Theorem 1.10.
In the full cost model, accessing the item at position costs units
instead of
units in the partial cost model. This holds for both
COMB13 and OPT. In order to apply projective analysis, the additional
unit has to be equally distributed among all pairs involved in the current
request. There are exactly
pairs involved in each request, namely
those which contain the currently requested item. If the first item in the
units. For the second item,
pair list is requested, we charge
units are charged. Doing so, the access cost for the item at position
really becomes

¦

¦§ ¡

¨©§ª¡

¯ ¦{§¡H°±³²¡´®

¬' « «

¦

¡j® '¬ « «
¦

¡ ¶ ® ¯ µ¨ §·¦¸°±#² ¡ ¶Eº ¦ »
¨µ§¡
¨µ§¹¡

as we require in the full cost model.
As in the proof for COMB, we show that the amortized cost projected to
any pair of items is bounded by
times OPT’s cost. Figure 2.2 shows
the access cost of COMB13 on pairs of items for
.

¡¢£

¨ º ¡H¼
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Figure 2.2: Automaton proving that COMB13 is
with up to 13 items in the full cost model.

Þßà -competitive on lists
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2.8 The list update game has a value
Think of the list update problem as a two-person zero-sum game. The
pure strategies of the adversary are the finite request sequences. Those
of the online player are the deterministic algorithms. Let us first assume
a fixed number of items and a fixed constant .

á

ã

â

Let be the best competitive ratio an algorithm can attain,

ñï ðóò
(2.20)
ï%ð2òô6â#õ
We disregard the request sequences with OPT ïñð2òä ö in order to have
a well defined payoff in all cases. Note that in (2.20), both ÷ and ð
denote randomized strategies. On the other hand, ø shall be the value
ãåäFæèçTé êëíî ì
A

A
OPT

of the best randomized adversary strategy, for simplicity also called
sigma,
A
A OPT

øùä êrëTî ì æ8çíé ï%ïñð2ð2òóò ô6â õ
Theorem 2.3 For á and â fixed, we have øùäFã .

To get an intuitive understanding, the reason why this theorem holds is
that the online algorithm can force the adversary to somehow restart the
whole game after a bounded number of requests. In this way, even very
large request sequences can be broken into subsequences of bounded
length for which the minimax theorem applies.
Let us first deal with strictly competitive algorithms in the full cost
model.
Proof. Assume

or equivalently

ø>úã

û such that
ýÿþ ï%ãôHòô ø'á
û ü
ã ªø

øgï û:ô á{ý ò þ ô ý þ ú6ã
õ
û 

and choose

(2.21)
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Let A be an online algorithm that is optimally strictly competitive on
request sequences with offline cost at most  . Clearly, A is strictly

-competitive on such sequences, since the lower bounds increase with
the length of the request sequences one allows as adversary strategies.
A can be extended to an algorithm for arbitrary long request sequences
as follows. It behaves regularly until  OPT  . At this time,
we reset the game to the initial state. This means that A moves to the
initial list state which costs at most   units. Concerning the adversary,
he is allowed to execute a special update operation which moves its list
state to the initial one as well. The cost for this operation is negative.
His costs get reduced by   . We can assume that the adversary always
performs this reset operation since the saved   ! units allow him to
move to any desired list state at the beginning of the next phase with
net cost at most zero for the two operations. Hence we are again in the
initial state of the algorithm and we can serve the next phase.
#"
$% &' $ ( units,
In each complete phase, A pays at most
whereas the adversary pays at least #)    units. If the last phase
is not completed (it does not end with a reset operation), A pays at
*"
,+ units, whereas the adversary pays -+ units. Hence, the cost
most
ratio is strictly smaller than . in every phase. Therefore A is strictly
. + -competitive for . +0/ . , which is a contradiction.
Note that by introducing the reset operations, we bounded the adversary’s cost from below. Hence the ratio of A 1 and OPT 2 is not
larger.
For the partial cost model, this proof does not work because there exist
and therefore
infinitely many request sequences  with OPT 

it is not clear whether there exists a -competitive algorithm on these
sequences. However, the following lemma proves that there is at least
,3
a 546)879 -competitive algorithm for any small 7;:=< . This allows to
apply the above proof, since we can choose 7 such that



/

,3

>4?)@79 /

.BA

Lemma 2.4 Let be the best lower bound for strictly competitive algorithms on list with  items. Then there exists, for every and any
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CEDGF*DGC,HJI

, a KML5NPO -competitive algorithm if the adversary is restricted
LRQSO
to request sequences with OPT TVUWXZY .
Proof. Let us restrict the adversary to request sequences of length at
most [ with
[]\

^

K_`Y
H
F acbd

Certainly there is a strictly K -competitive algorithm A e on sequences
of length at most [ . The value of [ is chosen such that all request
F
sequences U for which OPT TUWfX Y holds and A e pays at least for
D
every request satisfy ghUig
[ . To see this, all we have to prove is
that there is no such U with ghUjg0\ [ . Note that A e would pay at least
F*k
[
K1Y for such a sequence. This contradicts the fact that A e is strictly
K -competitive on sequences of length [ .
Let us now prove the lemma by designing an algorithm A which is
strictly K LlNPO -competitive on request sequences with OPT TU2WnXY .
LmQSO

The algorithm A internally runs algorithm A e . In general, the two algorithms will be in the same list state. In the remainder of this proof, all
the costs are expected costs.
Upon each request to an item o , it first checks whether the cost to serve
F
o in A e is larger than . If this is the case, o is fed to A e and we perform
in A the same paid exchanges as in A e and access o .
F
F
If serving o costs less than in A e , algorithm A enters a so-called F
phase by moving o to the front of the list in A, which costs at most
units. As long as there are requests to o , item o is kept at the front of
the list. Hence, the access cost for all these requests are zero. None
of these requests is fed to A e , though. On the first request to an item p
F
different from o , we leave the -phase by moving o back to the place
F
F
where it was before the -phase. This costs at most units. Note that
F
for the request to p , both A and A e will have to pay at least d?q
units.
C
F*DGC,HJI
Hence if X
, this request will be processed regularly.
Let U be a request sequence with OPT TUW;X Y . Let further Ure be the
subsequence which was fed to A e . Since we have OPT TVUsetWX OPT TUWX
F
D
Y and Ae payed at least units for every request, we have ghU e g
[ and
therefore A e is K -competitive on U e .
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Note that we have u vwxzy u|{$vVw}{~xj9 , where  is the number of
times that u enters an  -phase. We claim than


A vwxy

A{ vVw { x

n



The idea is that for any cost (1-eps) spent by A’, algorithm A is allowed
to spend (1-eps+2eps). Note that we can charge the 9 for every  -phase
to the first request after the previous  -phase, since A { pays at least


for these requests. Note that if w starts with an  -phase, this phase is
free for both algorithms since in this case, the requested item is already
at the front of the list. Otherwise, the first request of w is charged for
the first  -phase, since its cost is at least one unit. Hence we conclude
A vVwxy




 

A{ vw { xyG


?

 

OPT vw { xyG




 

OPT vw2x

The case where    is similar. Namely, for any  , we can choose 
large enough such that (2.21) holds for vx instead of  and
A 1vwxy

vVx


OPT vVwx

for all sequences with y OPT vw2xy* . In this way, we are sure
that all the completed phases are fine. For the last phase, we use the
constant  .
What we are actually interested to prove is
t 
¢¡¤£

t
¥¤
¡ £¦ v§©¨(x«ª

 t
¢¡¤£


¥¤
¡ £

v§©¨(x

First of all, the two limits to exists. This follows from
yGPvV©¨(xy

¦ vV©¨(xy

J¬

and the fact that ¦ vV¨®(x and v§©¨®¯x decrease monotonically for growing
 and increase monotonically for growing  . Furthermore, Theorem 2.3
makes sure that the limits indeed have the same value.

Chapter 3

Optimal Bounds for
Projective Algorithms
3.1 Introduction
Although (1.7) is a necessary and sufficient condition for projective algorithms, it gives not much insight of how projective algorithms can
be constructed and whether there are better algorithms than the known
families of algorithms. Consequently, obtaining a lower bound for projective algorithms seems to be very hard.
In this chapter, we present a simple characterization of all projective
algorithms. The crucial part of the characterization was already presented in the introduction of this thesis in terms of the critical request
algorithms.
A key observation for our result is to look at algorithms in a more static
way. The classical definition of algorithms as BIT or TS is in terms
of how the current list state changes upon a new request. Our approach
tries to understand how °±²³ is determined by ² and the initial list state,
without considering the evolution of the list states. More specifically,
we ask how °±²³ changes if the requests of ² are permuted.
While the critical request algorithms cover already all “efficient” pro51
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jective algorithms, we have to extend their definition in order to really
cover the whole class of projective algorithms. Namely, two functions
for every item are needed. The functions ´«µ are basically the critical
request functions known from the introduction. Note that if the relative
ordering of two items in ¶·¸¹ is defined by critical requests of ¸ , it is
not possible to have a pair of items whose relative order remains unchanged on shuffling the requests in ¸ . Hence, FREQUENCY COUNT
for example, although projective, cannot be described as a critical request algorithm. We extend the critical request algorithms by additional
functions ºµ which group all items into so-called containers. The containers are totally ordered. The ordering of items in different containers
is then determined by the ordering of the containers, while items within
a container are generally ordered by their critical requests.
The following theorem gives the desired characterization. For a request
sequence ¸ with » requests to ¼ , let ¸µ¾½¼¿ (the » -fold repetition of ¼ )
denote the subsequence consisting only of the requests to item ¼ .
Theorem 3.1 A is a deterministic projective algorithm for a set À of
Ä
list items, if and only if there exists an ordered set Á ½=Á Â=Ã Á Å and
two functions
º
´

Æ
Æ

ÀZÇfÈ©É
ÀZÇfÈ

ÊË

Á

Ì

ÊË

ÈÌ

º ·§¼2ÌÍ»5¹

Î½ ºE·VÏÐÌÍÑÒ¹Ì
´c·V¼2ÌR»>¹nÔÕ»RÌ

ÓM·§¼2ÌÍ»5¹Î½
ÓM·§¼2ÌÍ»5¹

·VÏÐÌÍÑÒ¹Ì

with the following properties: given any two items ¼ Î½ Ï , and any
request sequence ¸ such that ¸µ½=¼¿lÌÍ¸Ö½Ï¢× , ¼ is in front of Ï in the
online list after A has served ¸ if one of the following three conditions
holds.
(a) ºE·§¼ÌR»5¹nØZº·§ÏÐÌÚÙ1¹ , or
(b1) º·§¼2ÌÍ»5¹ÛÜÁ

Â and there exists a pair ·VÝÞÌß-¹ , Ý8Î½ ¼ÌRÏ such that
ºE·V¼2ÌR»>¹c½ 
º ·§ÏÐÌÚÙ1¹½ ºE·ÝÞÌß-¹ , and the ´c·§¼2ÌÍ»5¹ -th request to ¼
appears after the ´c·VÏÐÌÚÙ1¹ -th request to Ï in ¸ , or

(b2) º·§¼2ÌÍ»5¹ÛÜÁ

Å and there exists a pair ·VÝÞÌß-¹ , Ý8Î½ ¼ÌRÏ such that
ºE·V¼2ÌR»>¹c½ 
º ·§ÏÐÌÚÙ1¹½ ºE·ÝÞÌß-¹ , and the ´c·§¼2ÌÍ»5¹ -th request to ¼
appears before the ´·VÏÐÌÚÙ1¹ -th request to Ï in ¸ .
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If none of these conditions hold, both relative orderings of à and á are
allowed.
We will also write âEãVà2äRå5æ as âçSã§å>æ and ècã§àäRå5æ as èrçã§å>æ . All pairs ã§à2äÍå5æ
which map to the same value é êGë under â define an equivalence
class which we call a container and identify with é . We say that à is
in container é with respect to ì if âã§à2ä9íhìçSíîæ'ï é . As a shortcut, we
write àÐðêé , å'ï íhìSçí . By ñhàð~ò we denote the container é for which
âã§à2äÍå5æiïóé . Initially, each item à is in a container âã§à2äôÒæ of its own,
whose position in the order represents the initial list state.
If at least three items are in some container with respect to ì , the relative order of any two of them (à and á , say) after serving ì is determined by the order of their critical requests è«çã§å>æ and è&õ,ã÷öøæ in ì . In
case of â ç ãVå5æùê@ë ú , we have the item in front whose critical request
is more recent. In this case, we have a standard container, otherwise a
nonstandard one.
The theorem does not completely specify the behavior of A in case there
are containers with only two items. In this case, there is no restriction
on the order of the two items, except the obvious condition that this
order does not depend on requests to other items. In particular, any
algorithm over a two-item list is projective, in which case the theorem
holds with suitable â and arbitrary è .
Let us illustrate this theorem for a few projective algorithms over the
set of items û ï ü àýä(þþ(þ äRàÐÿ , with initial list state ñhà&ý(äþ(þ(þ`äRàÿò . In
this case, MTF uses ë ï=ë ú ï ü`ô,ä(þþ(þ`ä and
âEã§à äRå>æ
ï

èãVà Ò
 äRå>æ
ï




ô ä

ä

if å©ïô
otherwise

åRþ

Thus, MTF moves all items into a common container after their first
request. This container is a standard container, so à is in front of á
in the online list if and only if à was requested more recently than á .
ï ë
ï ü!ô,äþ(þ(þBä  instead would result in the MOVEUsing ë
TO-BACK algorithm, which is not competitive. We will see later that
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no competitive algorithm will use nonstandard containers with positive
probability.
The algorithm TIMESTAMP moves all items into a common standard
container after their second request; within that container, items are
ordered by recency of their second-to-last request. This behavior can
   and
be obtained by using

!#" $
5 #" $

if %./
)+* - , 
( -,10324 if %. 2

otherwise
68749 24 %.0:2&

 %'&
 %'&

"

The randomized algorithm BIT tosses a coin for each item do decide
"
whether will be moved to the front after an even number of requests
"
to (and stay in place after an odd number of requests), or vice versa.

 and for each , randomly
Thus, BIT uses
decides between the two pairs of functions

<;#" $
5 ;#" $

if %=
) * - , 
( -,10324 if %= 2

otherwise
68749 24>@?A%CBDE&

 %'&
 %'&

and

GFH#" $
5 F #" $

J ,  if %./
K otherwise
MLA%'B-NO032D

%'&

I

%'&

Finally, we consider the algorithm FREQUENCY COUNT which maintains the items sorted according to decreasing number of past requests;
two items which have been requested equally often are ordered by recency of their last request, like in MTF. This corresponds to the choices
of
  /P and

!#" $
RS#" $

%'&

I

%'&

%

,  if %=
0Q% otherwise
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FREQUENCY COUNT is not competitive; in fact, we will prove that no
competitive algorithm maintains more than one container in the long
run with positive probability.
Using the characterization of Theorem 3.1, we will derive the lower
bound for the competitive ratio of any projective algorithm.
Theorem 3.2 For any T8UWV , any XZY\[ and any projective algorithm
A, there exists a finite sequence ] such that

^`_

A ab] cedgf

aCh4ikjmlT4c OPT ab]c@n:Xi

These results are significant in two respects. First, they show that the
successful approach of combining existing projective algorithms to obtain improved ones has reached its limit with the development of the
COMB algorithm. New and better algorithms (if they exist) have to be
non-projective, and must derive from new, yet to be discovered, design
principles.
Second, the characterization of projective algorithms is a step forward
in understanding the structural properties of list update algorithms. Under this characterization, the largest and so far most significant class of
algorithms appears in a new, unified way.
Projective algorithms have a natural generalization, where we demand
the relative order of any o -tuple of list items to depend only on the
requests to these o items. It turns out that for lists with more than o
items, only projective algorithms satisfy this condition. This follows
from the fact that e.g. for o8prq ,

s

t Auv xa wMc
s A
tuy xa wMc

s
p
p

tAu>v #a w tu>v c
s A
tuy axw t uy c

and

s

imply that the list state t u a#wzc depends only on w tu , because it must be
independent of { and | .
We define a randomized online algorithm as projective if it is a discrete
probability distribution over deterministic projective algorithms. A less
restrictive definition is conceivable, but would not allow us to prove
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the lower bound for projective algorithms that we intend and that we
think is useful. Namely, one could call a randomized online list update
algorithm projective if serving any request sequence } induces a distribution on list states ~@x}M that only depends on } . Under these
weaker requirements, one can indeed find 1.5-competitive algorithms
for lists with few items. For the case of two items, Algorithm 1.12
trivially is projective. Furthermore, the Poset algorithms described in
Section 2.3 are also projective in this generalized sence. Unfortunanely,
they are defined only for lists with up to four items.
Theorem 3.1, discussed further and proved in the following sections,
characterizes the deterministic projective algorithms in a way that makes
their projective behavior transparent, and unifies many known algorithms. By our above assumption that considers a randomized projective algorithm as a probability distribution over deterministic ones, we
will be able to use this characterization in the lower bound proof of
Theorem 3.2 later.
An open problem is to extend the lower bound to the full cost model,
even though this model is not very natural in connection with projective
algorithms. This would require request sequences over arbitrarily many
items, and it is not clear whether an approach similar to the one given
here can work.

3.2 Containers
Consider a deterministic projective algorithm A over a set  of list items
with fixed initial list state; our intended characterization in the form
   in
of Theorem 3.1 addresses the relative order of two items
the online list after a sequence } with }   }  - has been
served. An easy case occurs if this order only depends on  and  ,
but not on the pattern in which the requests appear in } . For example,
FREQUENCY COUNT has in front of  whenever / . This leads
us to the following

3.2. Containers
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Definition 3.3 Let M `Q    and 3 . We define

¡@¢

A

-£

§¨©¤H¨ª  ¡«¬¨  -£->® ªA  ¯ ±°b²

¤¦¥

Observation 3.4 If  , and ³ are distinct and  ,  , ´µ¶ , then  ¡ ¢
 £ and  £ ¢ A ³H· implies  ¡ ¢ A ³H· .

A

To see this, consider some ¨ with ¨ª   ¡ , ¨   £ and ® ªA  ¯ ±° .
Without affecting ¨ ª , we can insert ´ requests to ³ into ¨ , and because of  £ ¢ A ³H· , this can be done in such a way that ® >A¸H¹ ¨zº  ¯ ³D°
Because A is projective, we then have ® A ¹ ¨zº  ¯ ³D° which proves
 ¡ ¢ A³ ·.
For distinct items, ¢ A is transitive by Observation 3.4. In general, we
obtain a reflexive and transitive relation from ¢ A as follows.
Definition 3.5 Let »¢
relation ¢ A . Then

¡M¼

A

A

-£

be the reflexive and transitive closure of the

¤¦¥

¡»¢

A

D£ and -£½»¢

A

¡«²

defines an equivalence relation whose equivalence classes are the containers determined by A.
By ¯  ¡ ° we denote the container  ¡ belongs to. A container ¾ is grown
such that ¾ 
if there exist distinct items  ,  , and ³ and  ,  , ´¿
¯  ¡ °  ¯  £ °  ¯ ³H·À° .
Lemma 3.6 If ¯  ¡ ° is grown,  £  ¯  ¡ ° and Á   , then

 ¡ ¢

A

 £.

Proof. Because ¯  ¡ ° is grown, there is a projection ³ ·  ¯  ¡ ° with ³
distinct from  and  . Hence,  ¡ »¢ A ³H· and ³H·Â»¢ A  £ . Therefore there
exists a chain

¡ Ã Å·Ä ¢

A

Ã È·ÇÆ ¢

A

ÉÉÉ ¢

A

Ã Í±¬· ÊÎ ËÌÅ Ä ¢

A

Ã Í · Ê  -£

with ³  ÃÇÏ for some ÐÑ  Ò  Ó . By successively removing all intermediate elements of the chain, we will derive  ¡ ¢ A  £ . Consider the first
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index Ô such that ÕÖJ×ØÙÙÙÀØ¬ÖÚÇÛ contains three distinct elements. Because
of ÖÜÞß Ý ÖÜáà × for â ß ã ØÙÙÙØäå ã , the items Ö Ú , Ö Úæç× and Ö Úèæé must
ë«ì× í can be removed from the chain
be distinct. By Observation 3.4, ÖHÚèêæç
ëìJéW
î ï A Ö Úê ë .
without affecting its validity, because Ö Úèê¬æ
Only for Ô ß ð , this might result in a chain containing projections to
only two distinct items. In the case ä ß ð , this is okay since we then
Ü
obtain ñ ï A ò-ó , which we were looking for. In the case ä ô ð , it
is easy to check that Ö4Úèæç×Ø ÖÚ and ÖÚ à × are distinct, and the removal of
Ö Úê ë yields a shorter chain, again containing projections to three distinct
elements.
Ü
Continuing in this fashion, we finally arrive at the desired chain ñ ï A
ò ó.

Ü

Corollary 3.7 If õ is a grown container and ñ Ø ò Á
ó ö õ , then there
Ü
Ü
ß
ß
ß
ß
÷úù ø
ñ , ÷û
÷úû ø
exist sequences ÷Ø ÷@ø with ÷ù
ò and

ü

ù Aûý ÷zþ
ü A
ùûý ÷ ø þ
ß

ß

ÿ ñ ò Ø
ÿò ñ Ù

This means that, for projections in the same container, the order of the
respective elements depends on the pattern in which the requests to
them occur in ÷ . For projections in different containers, the order can
be derived from a suitable order on the containers.
Lemma 3.8 There exists a total order  A on the containers such that
õ × A õQé for distinct õ× , õQé implies that for all pairs ñ Ü ö õ × , òJó ö
õ<é , ñÁß Ý ò : ñ Ü ï A ò-ó and not òJó ï A ñ Ü .
Proof. The relation

õ × 

A

õ é

 ñ

Ü

Ü
ö õ ×Øò ó ö õ é  ñ ï

A

ò ó

is a partial order which can be extended to a total order; it follows
Ü ßÝ ÿ
Ü
that for any pair ÿ ñ
ò ó with ñ ß Ý ò , ÿ ñ ï A ÿ ò ó if and only if
ÿñ Ü  A ÿò ó .
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To see that A is indeed a partial order, we have to show that it is

reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric. The first two hold because A
has these two properties as well. The last property holds because of the
definition of the containers in Definition 3.5.
Concerning the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have defined the container
functions  and have dealt with case (a) of the theorem.

3.3 Critical Requests
In this section, we deal with the case where   !"#$ .
The interesting case here is when this container is grown. Under this
condition, the relative order of  and ! in the online list after serving 
can be characterized in terms of critical requests.
Theorem 3.9 Let A be a deterministic projective algorithm over a set
of items % . Then there exists a function
&
'
&

%)(+*-,
.
*/,
0132465723 890:24
such that for all grown containers ;
ditions holds.

exactly one of the following con-

(b1) For all pairs =< , !?> with ;  @ A<B  @!?>CB , and all  such that
&
D  < :#E ! > , F GA# HI @A
 !JB if and only if the :24 -th
&
request to  happens after the  !"LKM -th request to ! in  .
(b2) For all pairs  < , ! > with ;  @ < B  @! > B , and all  such that
&
D  < :#E ! > , F GA# HI @A!JB if and only if the :42  -th
&
request to  happens before the !"LKN -th request to ! in  .
In case (b1), we say that ; is a standard container, in case (b2) we have
a nonstandard one. This also yields the partition of the set of containers
O
O
O P
into , and
that we have stipulated in Theorem 3.1.
&
As a simple illustration, observe that the algorithm MTF uses 01324Q
2 for all  and satisfies condition (b1).
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Proof. Let R be a request sequence with RTSVU W"XLYZR[U
and eRQefUg_Thi` such that jW X0k U j\ ]lk , and jW Xmk is grown.

\?]^Y:_3Ya`cb

d

We label each request to an item with its position in the unary projection
to that item (e.g. the fifth request to W will be labeled W9npo:q ). Then R
can be considered as a permutation of labeled requests. Because of
Corollary 3.7, there exists a permutation Rsr of R such that t SGA[Mu RvDU w
t SGA[Mu R r v . This means that, we can as well assume that in R , we have a
w t S{A[Mu R r v , where
consecutive pair of items W npx3q Y:\ npyzq , such that t S{A[Mu R1v|U}
RTr arises from R by transposing W npx3q and \ npyzq .

~ b d requests to )
 U w WY\
This behavior does not change if we add 
to R . We choose  and ~ such that jN k U j WAX k . Because jW"X k is grown,
such a pair must exist.
We add these requests to R such that W npx3q and \ npypq stay consecutive
and such that there exists a consecutive pair of requests, say W npx4pq and
 nz q such that transposing this pair changes t S{ u R1v . Again because of
Corollary 3.7, this must be possible.
We claim that cU  r . To see this, assume U w  r . Then we can, if
necessary, transpose any of the two pairs W npx3q Y:\ npyzq and W npx  q Y: nzq in
R such that t u R1vU j\MW" k . Let R  be R with the two pairs u W npx3q Y3\ npyzq v
 vU jfWA\ k .
and u W npx4q Y: nzq v transposed. By projectivity, we have t u R1
 v , although R"[U R [ . This contradicts the
Hence tT[ u R1vU w t=[ u Rs
projectivity of A.
In particular, there is a unique value of  such that W npx3q participates in
any transposition that reorders W and  in the list. By symmetry, this
uniqueness also holds for the pair W and \ . Because the value of  is the
same in both cases and by projectivity, it only depends on RS . Therefore
it is a function of _U eR"SAe . We call W1npx3q the critical request of W and set


S u _4v-U
u WY:_4vQU .
By a symmetric argument, the request W naq defines the unique critical


request for \ , and [ u `Mv/U
u \"Ya`Nv zU) .
To see that the relative order of two items in the list must change whenever the two critical requests are transposed in the request sequence,
think of a request sequence R on two items W and \ where the critical
requests of W and \ are consecutive. Let R r be the sequence obtained by
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swapping the critical requests. Now assume that this swap does not alter the list state. Then we can obtain any permutation of the request sequence by successively transposing consecutive requests, starting from
either  or  , without ever transposing the critical requests. Thus, the
relative order of  and  would be the same for all request sequences.
This contradicts our assumption that T A ? .
We still need to argue that the items in 
to case (b1) or (b2).

are ordered either according

For this, consider a request sequence  over an -item list such that
¡6¢
1£¤ ¥¦3"§ ¨G¨{¨ZA©fª . Let « be the position of  ’s critical request in


 . If we do not have

«¦¬«=§|¬¯®G®G®"¬«A©
«¦°«=§|°¯®G®G®"°«A©

(case (b1)) or
(case (b2)),

we must have an index ± such that either

«


°«

³²

¦´¬«

³²

§

or

«


¬D«

µ²

¦¶°«

µ²

§·¨

In both cases, we can manipulate  such that the critical requests of
 and  § change their order, but both keep their relative order w.r.t.

µ²
¦ . In the list obtained after serving  , items
the critical request of 
³²
 and  § change their relative order under this manipulation, while

µ²
¦ . This is impossible.
they keep their relative order with respect to 
³²
The assumption of grown containers in the preceding theorem is cru¸  and  »º ¥  ª , where ¥  ª is a non-grown container, then
cial. If ¹¤}
¡ ¢
 and  are adjacent in A 1£ , for any  with "¼½¤   and ¾¿¤   .
This holds because ¥=ª does not contain a projection to a third element.
In this case, the projective algorithm is free to choose any order of 
and  which only depends on =¼{¾ , without violating projectivity. In
particular, the algorithm is not forced to operate according to critical
requests.
Together with the results of the previous section, we have now proved
Theorem 3.1.
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3.4 The Lower Bound
In this section, we use the characterization of projective algorithms
from Theorem 3.1 to prove that no such algorithm is better than 1.6competitive. Intuitively, it is clear that a good algorithm will maintain
only one container in the long run (which must be a standard container),
and it will have the critical request close to the last request for each
item. We prove this intuition in the next section; for the time being, we
restrict our attention to algorithms which satisfy these conditions.
Definition 3.10 For a given integer À
algorithm is called À -regular, if

ÁÃÂ , a deterministic projective

Ä ÅÇÆÈ4ÉËÊ ÄÍÌMÆÏÎMÉ (and this container is a standard container) for
(i) Q
all items ÐÑ:Ò and all È:ÑLÎÔÓ)À , and
(ii) Õ^ÅÇÆÈ4ÉÍÖzÊgÈs×cØsÅÙÆÈ4É Ú)À

for all items Ð and all È/Ó}Û .

A randomized algorithm is À -regular if it is a probability distribution
over deterministic À -regular algorithms.
Except FREQUENCY COUNT (which is not competitive), all the algorithms discussed at the end of the introduction are À -regular with
À ÜÞÝNÛ^ÑßJà .
Given any áVÁ Â and â , we will show that there is a probability distribution ã on a finite set ä of request sequences so that

å
æèç^é

ã/Æëê=É

A Æëê"É
Ó}Û^îðïñ×cáÑ
OPT Æìê=Éí7â

(3.1)

for any deterministic À -regular algorithm A. Then Yao’s theorem [34]
asserts that also any randomized À -regular algorithm has competitive
ratio Û^îðïò×¹á or larger. This holds for any ácÁ Â , so the competitive
ratio is at least 1.6. This is achieved by COMB and therefore 1.6 is a
tight bound for the competitive ratio of À -regular algorithms.

3.4. The Lower Bound
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óõô÷ö willú consist of only two items ø and ù . In what follows, let
All
û ú ü)û
û )
ý þ
and
and let
ÿ
ø
ùMøAùMø
ùMø
ù
øAùMøAù
øAù
ø
ù
(3.2)

  



   
  

consists of eight blocks, each of which ends in ø
or ù . Let

ÿ



be positive integers and



 

ÿ



 û ú   

and
(3.3)

Then the set of sequences in (3.1) is given by

 ö     ø   ù    ÿ ! #"$&%(' ( ")$+*,'  .-/
(3.4)
.1

where any ó in ö is chosen with equal probability 0
by 2 .
ÿ
ö

OPT pays exactly ten units for each repetition of (which always starts
in offline list state ùMø ). Assuming that also the initial list state is ùMø ,
all sequences in ö have offline cost
. This and the fact that
ëó for ó ô ö is constant allows us to conclude (3.1) once we can
prove

3 54

26 

Lemma 3.11

0"  

3 54

7

 ý =0 <   1?>A@    1  

8#9;:
A ëó

7

Namely, we then obtain



A ë ó

+

C
2
6
ìó


OPT ìó
#8 9B:

(



û ú

for

D 8#9;: A ë ó   +C 
D 8#9;:  OPT ëó
ý
0=<  "    1 >A+@  C    1  1 
E0
1
 0  < > " 0   <F C6  + C > "  @     +
 C 1
0
E

0
ý
0  < >AG 

large enough.
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In the rest of this section we show that (3.4) yields Lemma 3.11. For
this, we distribute the total online cost among states assumed by sequences
.

HIJ

Definition 3.12
(i)

HKILJ

OM NQPSRUT if there exists a prefix V.WYXZH[MONQPSRUT of
VZ`aWbc . d denotes the set of states assumed

assumes state
with
and
by sequences
.

H

VZ\]W^Z_
H(IeJ
(ii) H I J switches at MfNgPSRhT , if H[MONQPSRUT contains the initial prefix
^jr kmi ln boki lqp , and one of the eight blocks of some repetition of
starts immediately after H[MfNgPSRUT . If the block starts with ^ , H
switches to ^ , otherwise H switches to b .
(iii) MONQPsRhT is called a switching state if some HjIJ switches at MONQPsRhT .
t denotes the set of switching states.
t and H switching at MONQPSRUT , AvqMONQPsRhT denotes the
(iv) For MfNgPSRUTuI
r
online cost incurred by serving the block of that follows the
prefix H[MfNgPSRUT . A MfNgPSRUT is the sum of these costs over all H switching
at MfNgPSRUT .
These definitions allow us to rewrite the total online cost as follows.

w
w
w
k)l{n kl 
T
A zM H{T W
A MfNgPSRUT
A MO^ i b i
|
n

Z

#

{





F




#v x;y
x 
}
f
_
}

c
~
w

| x A MfNgPSRUT
_f} c~
kl{n kl  r{ switches at MONQPsRhT if and only if
We see that HW^Ki bei
N W   uB P
(3.5)
R W  +u# /P
for some m+ and
MOP#T I¢¡UM£  Pg¤hTP;M¦¥§  ©¨BP ¥/TPMzª§  ©¨BPª/TPMO«  «¬PªA  «hT
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®
¯O°± ²B³µ´K¶U¯O·¬±g·¸³±¯z¹§» º ¼½ ±¾» º ¼ /¹ ³±¯z¹.» º ¼ ¹h± ¿L» º ¼À ³±¯z¹A» º ¼À ±¹A» º ¼À ³gÁ
¯f°;±²B³ , the values of Ã and Ä (and hence of
(switch to Â ). For a fixed pair
Å ) that satisfy these equations are uniquely determined. It follows that
¯fÆg±SÇU³ .
at most eight sequences switch at any given state
¯OÆQ±sÇh³u´ È is called good if and only if the
Definition 3.13 A state
(switch to ), or

following two conditions are satisfied.

É ´ËÊ that switch at ¯OÆQ±sÇh³ , and
¯OÆ[Ì ½ ±sÇh³ and ¯OÆQ±sÇYÌ ½ ³ .
(ii) property (i) also holds for the states
(i) there are exactly eight sequences

Í

denotes the set of good states.

Î

Then (3.5) further yields

Ï#Ð;Ñ

¯É ³ Ò

Î

¯fÆg±SÇU³Ù

(3.6)
Ó ÔfÕ Ö× ÐØ
¯fÆg±SÇU³
This means, for every good state ´ÛÊ and each of the eight blocks in
Ú , there is exactly one sequence É
such
that
É continues with this
f
¯
g
Æ
S
±
h
Ç
³
f
¯
g
Æ
S
±
h
Ç
³
block after the prefix É
. Moreover, A
accounts for the online
A

A

cost incurred by serving these eight blocks.

½ ÙÝÜ
¯OÆQ±sÇh³¢´ Í , we have A ¯OÆQ±sÇh³LÞ ½ Ü . The
Claim 3.14 For every state
sequences switching to Â and ® , respectively, both provide eight units.
Í Þáà(âäãÛå ÌAæ5¯çà(âäãjåè³ .
Claim 3.15 ß ß
We will now prove two claims, which together yield Lemma 3.11 and
.
therefore the lower bound of

¯OÆQ±SÇU³

¯f°;±²B³

Let us prove Claim 3.15 first. From equations (3.5), we see that exactly
eight sequences switch at
if and only if for all eight pairs
,
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éUêëêgì

the solutions

)í î+émïáð , í)î&ë(ï+ñ and
óôî+ñ(êíõîuöø÷eóî+ñ , for all ùOöê óBú ,

to system (3.5) satisfy
. Using the facts that
one proves that a sufficient condition for this is

í)î+ì,ïuòäñ

ñ ÷+û£î.ü÷ þ ý ï+ð¢ñ(ê üÿuñ îøï üaÿAòäñ ÷Añ ÿû

If both weak inequalities in (3.7) hold as strict inequalities, then
is guaranteed to be good. Hence there are at least

(3.7)

ùgêSüUú

ùçð ÷áû=ú ñ hù òäñ ÷#ñKú  ð(òäñ ÷ Fùçð(òäñ ú
good states. This implies the claim.

 êèê 

ù Qêsühú

To prove Claim 3.14, consider a good state
and the four sequences
that switch to in
(the argument for the sequences
switching to is symmetric). For A
, we have to count the total
online cost incurred by serving the four blocks
,
,
, and
following the prefixes
, see Figure 3.1.



 ùgêSüUú

ù Qêsühú

       


 "!# ù Qêsühúê%$& û#ê=ê('
 
)+*  ù QêSüUú  -,/.0)  1,2.  
 +*   ù QêSüUú  -,/.0)  1,2.   1,2.3( 
3(+* 3 ù QêSüUú  -,/.0)  546.0)  546.  
 5 *  57 ù QêSüUú  -,/.0)  546.0)  1,2.   48.  
Figure 3.1: Blocks in sequences switching from  in ù Qêsühú

Our goal is to show that A incurs at least eight units of cost by serving
the four blocks. This is not always true: a certain choice of critical request values may result in an online cost of only seven units. However,
this particular choice will lead to nine units of cost in state
, one
of which we can “borrow” for A
. This results in eight amortized
units of online cost, for all good states.
Because A is -regular, we know that and are in the same standard
container after processing
(and also at any later time), for
all . Moreover, the critical request of is among the preceding
requests to , while the critical request of is further away. Therefore,
four units are to be paid for the requests to
. At least three more

$

þ



ù ÷mûBêSüUú

ù Qêsühú

 " !# ù gêSüUú 







 -,2.0

þý
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9 :
9 : :
9 ; <
9 ; 9 <
=?>@BADCFEHG+IFJLK
=?MN@OPCQEHG+IFJ
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9 :
9 : :
9 ; ;
9 ; : <
=?>@RASCFEHG+IFJLK
=?MT@OPCFEHGVUWJ

9 9

9 9 :
9 < <
9 < 9 <
=?>@RASCFEHGVUWJ

Figure 3.2: The seven unavoidable cost units

units are necessary to serve the remaining requests. Figure 3.2 depicts
the different cases (requests which incur a cost unit appear in bold). An
eighth unit will be spent, unless

=?MN@OCFEHG+IFJ

=X>@RASCYZG+I EX[

and

X= >@RA\C]YZG_^ E
`fd
N
:
`
2
a

b

c
d
e
=X>g@RAhCYZG+I `5ld E =XMT@OCiEHG+IiJ
<j`k8bf(d e

(3.8)

Namely,
is necessary since otherwise A would have to
pay a unit for the request to
in
. But then we must also have
and
to avoid a cost unit for the request to
in
.

<
: `-a2bcd

@ Onm EXK)AgG

,
Now we see that for the sequences switching to in state
two cost units are created by (3.8) in addition to the seven unavoidable
units. More specifically, the requests
and
in the sequence

: `-a2bfd

e `5l7dpo e 5` l7d @ OqmEKrAG <j`5k8d :L`-a/btsd <j`5k6btsd :u`-a2bfd :L`-a/bc(d [[[
will cause two cost units which add to the seven unavoidable cost units
we spend for these sequences. From the nine cost units in total, we can
safely borrow one.
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3.5 Irregular Algorithms

v

Unbounded –functions
We first show that the lower bound also holds for randomized algorithms even if they use deterministic algorithms which do not satisfy
condition (ii) of Definition 3.10 with positive probability. The idea of
the proof is to show that by choosing
large enough, one can still
charge enough to prove the previous lower bound.

xw

In the regular lower bound construction, we have charged 16 cost units
for every state
such that

y z|{)}g~
  } x w W  { }S   z  }S    {
 xw


T

y

z
~
XyB}~  x w

(3.9)

\

a consequence of (3.7). Let us denote this set of states by . As a
precondition, we need
to charge for the blocks switching
to and
for those switching to . In the case of larger
-values, we can still charge







 A y ~V
 ?



x w ~|~j y¥¦ §N¨(©ª0y  yR}g~¬ x w ~|~«®Z¯


y
¦
¥

N
§
(
¨

©
0
ª

y


y
«
z
V
~
¬
5  / ¡£¢S¤
¢S¤
The probabilities refer to the probability distribution which defines the
randomized algorithm. We can do this because Claim 3.14 already
holds if
and
. The only case where this is
not obvious is the third one in Figure 3.2: in case of
, we
might not be able to charge a seventh cost unit. Nevertheless, we will
then have at least one cost unit for either
or
. Also, (3.8)
ensures that the ninth unit we might need to borrow from another state
is actually spent.

XyB}~  x w

XNyz«~  x w

Using Claim 3.15 and (3.9), we obtain

°Ty z ¥H~¬ x w
 56±0²)  -2±³
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´ A ¸ ¹ºV»½¼¿¾XÀÂÁÄÃ&ÅVÆÇÈ¸ ÀÉÁÊÃ&ÅHº
µ ¶?·
ÒÔÑ ÓPÕ Ö ´ Ó ÓPÕ ÚÜÛÈÝ(ÞZß
´
ÆËÍÌÏÖ/În× Ð Ò Ñ ÐNØÙ8×TÎ Ö Î
¸Üà?áN¸ âºÏã å ä ºPæ ÛNÝ(Þß ¸à?ç¸BèºÏã å ä º¡é
ÐPÎ
n
Î
Ð
å
Lemma 3.16 If A is ê -competitive for êhë½¼Xìí¾ , then for ânã ä ,
Òî´ï Ñ ÓPÕ ÛÈÝ(ÞZß
Ñ ÒÑ
Ù
ö
Ò
å
×ð ¸Üà?áN¸ âæñHºòã ä ºVëWóô¸ A ¸ õ õ º|ºVëø÷Xê æù¿ú (3.10)
å
and for èîã ä ,
Òî´ï Ñ ÓPÕ ÛNÝ(Þß
Ñ ö ÒÑ
Ö
Ò
ö
å
×ð ¸à?ç¸RèSæñHºVã ä ºòëóû¸ A ¸ õ º|ºVëø÷Xê æüùHì (3.11)
åä

Proof. We only prove (3.10) here, (3.11) is similar. For the first inequality, we only consider the access cost for the last
requests to
in the sequence on the right hand side. For each of them, one unit is
because then is behind . The second
spent whenever
inequality holds because A is -competitive and OPT
.

àáT¸âgæýñHºòã å ä

ê

õ

ö

Ù¸ õ ö Ò Ñ õ Ò Ñ ºþë ÷

Using (3.10), we can bound

ÒÿÑ ÓPÕ Ö ´ Ó ÓPÕ ÛÈÝ(ÞZß
´
ÌÖ2Îò× Ð Ò Ñ Ð ØÙ8×TÎ Ö Î
¸Üà á ¸ âºVã å ä º
ÎòÐ ´ ÒÿÑ ÐPÓÎ Õ ¼ Ö ´ Ó ÓPÕ Òî´ï Ñ ÓPÕ ÛÈÝÞß
ë ÌÖ2În× Ð Ò Ñ å ä Ù6×TÖ Ð ØÎ Ó Î ÒÿÑ ÓÕ ×ð ¸ÜàXáÈ¸ âæñHºòã å ä º
ë ¸ À ÃÎnÐ ÆÃ ÆW¼Hº å ÐP¼ ä Î ¸ÁÊÃ ÆXÃ æ å ä ÆZº ¸Xênæùº
  ¸%ÀÉÁÊÃÂÅ å ä º   ¸%ÀÉÁ å ä º  ÇT¸%ÀÉÁ å ä Å¿ºì

õ
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Inequality (3.11) yields
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As in Lemma 3.11, we get
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A
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from which we conclude

for
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7
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*kj2
hf g.its *kj2 OPT
*kj2uIWV
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= l
d ALvPq

large enough.

Several Containers
Proving that our container cannot be a non-standard one is not too hard.
In a non-standard container a sequence like x Y y{z would cause unbounded cost for growing | , while the offline cost is a constant. Thus
no algorithm can afford to use this kind of container with positive probability.
To show that our lower bound still holds if we allow A to use more
than one container, we compare A with an algorithm A} . We derive A} by
using A’s critical request functions, but ignoring its container structure.
Thus in A} , all items are in a common container after their first request.
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As we already proved a lower bound for this kind of algorithms in the
previous section, A~ cannot be more competitive than h .

From the fact that A is supposedly wCGh –competitive while A~ is only
1.6–competitive, we derive that there must exist a _ such that there
is a sequence of states cD , 9 _ , with  and   increasing
strictly monotonically and %'P+O   ¡  £¢3¤  ¥§¦  . Remember
that A and A~ can serve a request differently only by using containers.
We will show that this contradicts the competitiveness of A, by exhibiting a family of request sequences on which A cannot be competitive at
all.
Let ¨ M© ª be the indicator variable for the event that
If ¨9¬h©¬ ¡  , we get
®

t  ¡  ¢«¤ ª  .

¨9 ± © ª ±3· ¨9 ± ©¬ · ¨9¬h© ª ± ¦W]¸

¯¥° ±²©´³µ± °¶

This just follows from the fact that
imply ¨ ± © ª ± ¡  . Define

¨ ¬h©´¬ ¡

(3.12)

 , ¨ ±²©´¬ ¡  , ¨ ¬h© ªk± ¡ 

¹ M© ª»º ¡½¼ O¨ m© ª  ¡  ')¿¾  @¡  £¢/1 ª ÁÀh
®

Then we get

® ¯¥°

®
')+O¨9¬h©´¬ ¡ mÈÇ ¼ÉÃ

¯Á°  ± ©´³ ± °¶

 ¹ ±¤© ªk± · ¹ ±¤©´¬ · ¹ ¬h© ªÂ±

 ± ©´³ ± °¶
¼ÄÃ
O¨  ± © ª ± · ¨  ± ©´¬ · ¨ ¬h© ª ± kÆ
¯¥° ±Q©´³Å± °¶
O¨9±!© ªk± · ¨9±!©´¬ · ¨9¬h© ªÂ±XÊ¨9¬h©´¬ ¡ Æ

¡
¦
¦

u ¸ 
® up for
® all ¨
We now sum
¯¥° ¬ {° ¶ ¥¯ °  ± © ª ± °¶

¬h©´¬ , ËÍÌ  and get
 ¹  ± © ª ± · ¹  ± ©´¬ · ¹ ¬h© ª ±`¦Wu ¸ Ç [

(3.13)
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Observing that each term appears exactly

ÎCÏ times, we find

Ð
ÓmÔ ÕÙ Ú ÏnÛ Ù Ú Ï]ÜCÝ
CÎ Ï
Î
Ñ¥ÒÓmÔ ÕÁÒÖØ×
Define

ÓMÔ Õ»ßáàbâã'ä)å+ækç£èæé ÓPê»ë £
ç ì3æ1í Õ ê¥êrî
×uÞ
ÓMÔ Õ»ßáàbâã'ä)å+ækç£èæé ÓPê»ð £
ç ì3æ1í Õ ê¥êrî
×uï

and assume w.l.o.g. that

Ð
ÓmÔ Õ Ù Ú ò Ï Ü Ý
Ñ¥ÒÓMÔ ÕÁÒÖØ×ñÞ
Then there exists some ó»ôõö

Ð

Ö

Ð

Ö

î ÝXÝcÝ î Ïø÷ such that

âã'ä)å¿ûç£èæé ú ê5ë ç£ì3æ¤í Õ êÁüÙ Ú ò [
ú ÔÕ à
Ï Ý
×
Õù+Ñ Þ
Õù+Ñ
Ñ

The request sequence we feed to A is now ý  à ò þÿ  . We have
but expected online cost at least Ú
Ï , because already
OPT æ ý ê

Õ

ê
ö st request to  is at least
the expected cost to serve the æ¤í

ú Ô Õ à âã'ä)å û ç è æé úêë ç ì æ1í Õ ê ü î

×
for all í ôõö î ÝXÝcÝ î ø
Ï ÷ . Namely, with this probability,  is at that time
in a container behind the one þ was moved to in the é ú -th request to þ ,
in which case  incurs online cost of one. By letting Ï tend to infinity,
this shows that A cannot be competitive with constant ratio, which is a
contradiction.

Chapter 4

Offline List Update is
-hard
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will be concerned with the offline version of the list
update problem (OLUP). Given a request sequence  and an initial list
state  , we would like to compute the minimal offline cost to serve the
sequence  . This value is denoted by OPT   .
In competitive analysis, the cost of an online algorithm is compared
to the cost of the optimal offline algorithm OPT. Understanding OPT
might therefore lead to a better understanding of the list update problem
itself. Unfortunately, it will turn out in this chapter that the problem of
computing OPT   is   -hard. Hence, there is probably not much
structure to be understood. Some properties of OPT have already been
studied in the past [28, 29, 5, 2].
The significance of this result is increased by the lower bound presented
in Chapter 3. Since projective algorithms are analyzed on lists with two
items, the structure of OPT is not really an issue here because, as one
can see in (1.10), we actually prove the stronger result
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%
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Thus, it might be necessary to replace OPT by better bounds in order to
beat COMB.
The currently best algorithm for OLUP on lists with . items and request
sequences of length / runs in 0213.546.879/;: [26] as presented in Section
1.4. From the , - -hardness we can conclude that there cannot be an
algorithm which is polynomial in . and / unless - <=,>- .
An OLUP instance on . items and / requests to these items can be
encoded in ?@1ACBDE13.8: F+/G: bits. But we can assume / HI. . Therefore,
an algorithm is still polynomial if its runtime is polynomial in . .
A feasible (but not necessarily optimal) solution for an instance of
OLUP is here called a schedule. Note that there are always optimal
schedules which do not involve free exchanges [14]. Therefore a schedule is determined by the sequence of list states JLKEMNMOMPJRQ where JTS denotes the state when the U th request is performed.
As an important part of the proof, we introduce a generalization of
OLUP called weighted list update problem (WLUP). Here, the items
have a weight that influences access and transposition cost. A version
of WLUP was considered already in [8], but our definitions and applications are different.
In the proof of the result, we assume the partial cost model. It is easy
to obtain the value of OPT 1JVW : in the full cost model by adding XYWRX to
the optimal cost in the partial cost model. Therefore, the proof certainly
holds for the full cost model as well.

4.2 The Weighted List Update Problem
In this section, we introduce the weighted list update problem (WLUP),
which generalizes OLUP to items with weights. These weights have to
be non-negative integers. We denote weighted items by capital letters.
An instance of WLUP consists of a request sequence W and an initial list
over a set of weighted items. In general, we denote an instance by the
J
triple 1&JVWZVP[ : , where \S is the U th entry of the vector [ and denotes
the weight of the U th item in J . We denote the optimal algorithm for
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this problem by WOPT and the minimal cost for an instance
by WOPT ]`_^Z_9a b .

]&^Z_`_Pa

b

The cost incurred by operating on weighted items is the following. Let
the items be c@d , ef gihNhNhPj . In order to transpose two items ckd and cml
with weights n d and n l respectively, we pay
n

dZo n

(4.1)
l

units. The access cost for an item c d with weight n d is the following.
Let p be the set of items in front of c d in `Tq , then accessing c d in `Tq
costs
u
(4.2)
n drots
n
h
uwvyxz3{|

From these definitions it follows that an instance consisting only of
items with weight one is identical to an OLUP instance. We call the
items in an OLUP instance regular items. Note that if an item has
weight zero, it does not cause any cost at all.
Theorem 4.1 If all weights of a WLUP instance are bounded by a polynomial in the number of items, then there is a polynomial reduction
from WLUPto OLUP.
The reduction is defined by a function } that converts a WLUP instance
into an OLUP instance. Let the WLUP instance be ]&`_^Z_9a b with
items c d for e@f ghOhNhPj . The OLUP instance will be built by regular items ~ d3 l , ef gihNhOhj , f ghOhNhPn d . We convert ]&`_^Z_9a b into
an OLUP instance by replacing any occurrence of c d in ` and ^ by
the sequence ~ d&  ~ d3 hNhNh~ d&y . The theorem follows immediately from
the next lemma, since the sum on the left hand side of (4.3) can be
computed in polynomial time.
Lemma 4.2 Let
Then we have

Y^

x

denote the number of occurrences of

 

c
d

in ^ .



WOPT ]`_^Z_Pa

b(

n

x

s


{

d

o

Y^

x

f

OPT ]}]&`_^Z_9a

bb

(4.3)
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Proof. Just for this proof, we introduce a new model where the access
costs, replacing (4.2), are defined by



w¦§

¨

©

(4.4)

£ ªL
¤ «¬

Cyi¡¢£"¤r¥+£

Hence, in this model, we show WOPT ®¯°±Z°P² ³µ´ OPT ®¶5®¯°±Z°9² ³³
which is trivially equivalent to (4.3) in the old model.
To see that WOPT ®&¯°±Z°9² ³ · OPT ®¸¶®¯°±Z°P² ³¹³ , an optimal schedule
for ®¯°±Z°9² ³ is transformed to the OLUP instance as follows. Remember that a schedule is defined by a list state for every request in
the request sequence, denoting the list state in which the request takes
place. Let ± ´ ºm» be the ¼ th request in the WLUP instance which is
¤
transformed into a sequence of » requests in the OLUP instance. The
£
list states for all » requests will be the same; namely ¯ where ¶ is
£
¤
applied on.
What we obtain is a legal schedule for ¶®¯°±Z°P² ³ with exactly the
same cost. This follows from the following observations. If we access
º
in ®&¯°±Z°9² ³ , this translates to accessing all items ½
in
¬O¬N¬ ½
¤
¤&¾ ¿
¤&¾yÀÂÁ
» in our schedule, one has to
¶®¯°±Z°P²
³ in turn. In order to access ½
¤&¾

ÅÄÇÆ
pass all ½
with º
plus all ½
with ÈÉ Ê . Summing up the
¾Ã
¤&¾Ã
cost for accessing all items ½ » , Ê;´ Ë ¬N¬O¬ , we obtain (4.4). If two
£ ¤
¤3¾
passes every
weighted items º and ºÌ» are transposed, every item ½
¤
¤&¾Ã

item ½ » in the OLUP schedule. This needs
» transpositions.
£ ¤ ¥+£
¾
Proving WOPT ®&¯°±Z°P² ³@Í OPT ®¸¶®¯°±Z°P² ³¹³ is more involved. Let
us start with an optimal schedule for the OLUP instance ¶®¯°±Z°P² ³ .
We can retransform this instance and its optimal schedule into a WLUP
instance by treating the items ½ » of ¶®&¯°±Z°9² ³ as weighted items with
¤3¾
weight Ë . Because there are now weighted items, we write them as º » .
¤3¾
For a general weight vector ² , the total cost of the given schedule
depends on the weights and can be expressed as




Î
®²

³5´

ÁCÏÑÐÏ ÒÓÏ
ÁCÔÐ

¶ÖÕ

»9×
¤&¾

Õ
¾ ÃØ¾


×

Ö¨
»

¥(£"¤&¾

£

©

ÃØ¾
»
¤&¾

»
£

ª ¤3¾

±
«
¥ÚÙ


¬
ÁPÙ

(4.5)
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We denote by ÛÚÜÞÝ3ß à9áß ÜãâØßäãá the number of times å Ý3ß à and å âØßä are transposed in the schedule plus the number of times å Ý3ß à is in front of å â+ßÑä
when å âØßä is requested and vice versa. The second sum accounts for
the second term in (4.4). We can write å Ý there instead of å Ý3ß à because
by construction, the number of requests to å Ý3ß à is equal to the number
of requests to å Ý in the original sequence æ .
If we set all ç Ý&ß àè é , we have êëìîí è OPT ë¸ÛëïðæZðPñ í¹í . This holds
because items with weight one behave exactly like regular items.
Starting from this instance, we will now repeatedly apply a process of
merging items by changing their weights. Namely we choose òðÓóðô ,
ø and ç Ý3ßâ
÷
ø . Let us rewrite (4.5) such that
óöè õ
ô such that ç Ý&ß à2÷
we can more easily detect how its value changes if we change ç Ý3ß à and
ç Ý3ßâ .
êëùñ

í

è



êûú

ü

ü

ç



Ý3ß à

êµýþÿç

ü$ê

  

þ+ç

Ý&ß à

æ



Ý&ßâ
ç

ü

ü$Û ÜÞÝ3ß à9áß ÜÞÝ&ßâOá

Ý3ß à ç

þÿç

Ý&ßâ

   
Ý3ßâ

(4.6)

æ

Here, êûú denotes all cost independent of both ç Ý3ß à and ç Ý3ßÑâ . By êµý þwç Ý&ß à
and ê þ¸ç Ý&ßâ , we denote cost depending linearly only on one of the two.

ê . The process sets the new value of the new
Assume w.l.o.g. êÅý
ç Ý3ß à to ç Ý&ß à ü$ç Ý3ßâ and sets the new ç Ý3ßâ to zero. To see that the value
of ê2ëñ í does not increase, observe that ê ú does not change at all and

êµý5þîë3ç

Ý3ß à
ü

Ý3ßÑâ í
ç



ûþ ø

ü$ê

and furthermore



Û ÜÞÝ3ß à9áß ÜÞÝ&ßâOá

Û ÜÞÝ&ß àPáß6ÜÞÝ3ßâOá

Using

þ ë&ç

Ý&ß à

Û ÜÞÝ3ß àPáß ÜãÝ3ßâOá

þ+ç

üöç

Ý3ß à ç

Ý&ßâ

Ý&ßâ íþ ø

    and
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(4.7)

Ý&ßâ
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ü$ê



    
Ý3ß à

ç



Ý3ß à

>êµýþOç

æ

(4.8)
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inequality (4.8) is straightforward. This reweighting process must terminate because in each step, the number of items whose weight is set
to zero increases by one. What we end up with is an instance where
for each  we have exactly one  ! "#"$"&%('*) for which %+'-, .0/ %1' ,
and
798+:<;=all:?> the other % '2,43 , 5 / 6  are zero. This instance is equivalent to
) we started with. Just rename the @A'2, . with %1'2, .B/ %C' to @D'
and forget about the @E'2, . which have weight zero. Because we did not
increase7981
the
:G;=value
:?> H of F by changing the weights,
7JIKH we found a schedule for 728+:G;=:?> H1L whose 7Ncost
by F
, hence we proved
MO728+:<is;=:&bounded
> HPH
WOPT
OPT
.

4.3 A Lower Bound

7981:G;QH

Since no efficient algorithm is known to compute OPT 728+:<;Q, H one often
to show
replaces it by an easily computable lower bound OPT
(1.3). In this section, we generalize this idea to weighted items and
the WLUP
We denote
728+:G;=problem.
: H
798+:<;=:?> the
H corresponding lower bound for
WOPT
.
% by WOPT
Instead of expressing a list state in the usual way, we can write it as
the set of relative orderings of all pairs of items.
: As an : example, the
list RS@UT<@WV$@WX?Y can be written as Z@[T]\ @WX @^T0\ @WV @WV_\ @WX`) ,
where @W'a\b@c. means that @W' is in front of @d. . The idea of WOPT is
to drop the condition that the only legal list
: states are: the total orderings
of the items. E.g. the state e@fTE\ @WX @WXU\ @WV @WV[\ @^T$) is now
legal. Hence, the relative ordering of any pair of items can be chosen
independently of any other pair.
The access and update cost are still defined by (4.1) and (4.2). The set
g
in (4.2) consists of the indices h for which @^ij\@D' . It is easy to see
that this defines a lower bound since a schedule for WOPT is also valid
for WOPT and has the same cost.
A nice feature of WOPT is that it is computable
in polynomial time.
:
To see this, remember that the pair e@A' @c.k) incurs a cost only if it
is swapped or if one of the two items is requested. Since there are
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no restrictions on the relative ordering of lnm and l o in WOPT, their
optimal relative order depends only on the requests to l m and l o in
the request sequence. Finding the optimal schedule for a pair of items
can be done in linear time using one of the algorithms described in
the introduction. Because there are pEq2r set pairs of items, the overall
running time is pEq2r s&u t .
Note also that the optimal schedule for an instance on two items does
not depend on their weights if both weights are positive. This holds
because the total cost of a schedule is of the form vWwxq2yzm{w|y}oZt , where
v[~[ is independent of y m and y o .
Hence, the hardness of WOPT seems to stem from the total ordering
that must hold at any time in a schedule.

4.4 The Reduction
By Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show a polynomial-time reduction from
an  -hard problem to WLUP in order to prove  -hardness of
OLUP.
The minimum feedback arc set problem (MINFAS) [17] will serve well
for that purpose. Its decision variant MINFAS qNd?v t is defined as follows. Given a directed graph  qNO<Bt and v^~f , we want to decide
whether there is a subset B(  with S v such that the graph
   qG   t is acyclic.
There is a second interpretation which is more natural for our purpose.
We interpret an arc pointing from m to eo as a constraint “m should be
ahead of  o ”. What we want to decide is whether there exists a total
ordering of the vertices such that less than v of these constraints are
unsatisfied.
We show a reduction from MINFAS qNdv t to the decision version of
WLUP, denoted by WLUP q2+<=&?vx-t . Here we want to decide whether
there is a schedule which serves  from the initial state  at maximal
cost v  . More precisely, the reduction consists of a polynomial time
computable function  that takes  and v as arguments and returns
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must not swap:

can swap:
must swap:

9¢¡
¦¥`¡
©¨¡
©®¡
-°¡
©±¡

[ab]
[ab]
[ab]
[ab]
[ab]
[ab]

£!¤
§££!¤
ª©§?£«¬
§?£x§¯§¤
ª©§?£«¬$§
§¯§¯§¤

Table 4.1: optimal behavior on two items

ª9²+³<´=³?µ «

such that

MINFAS ª¶

³?· «O¸

WLUP ª2²+³G´=³?µ³ WOPT ª9²+³<´=³&µ

«{¹· «º

(4.9)

For this section, it is important to understand how an optimal schedule
of WOPT looks like. As WOPT treats all pairs of items independently, we
have to investigate how sequences on two items are served optimally.
Remember that in the two items case, the behavior does not depend on
the weights if they are positive.

We consider a list containing only the items £ and § . In order to describe
how WOPT acts, we must find out in which cases it must, can or must
not swap the two items. Table 4.1 gives the answer for a few cases,
depending on how the remaining part of the request sequence looks
like. We will encounter these cases later in this section and then refer
to them by their number in angle brackets, like J¥Z¡ . The notation is
analogous to the one for regular expressions. Thus, ªN§?£« ¬ denotes the
empty sequence or any number of repetitions of §?£ . The sequence ¤
can be any sequence on £ and § . If there is no ¤ at the end of the
sequence, we assume that this is the end of the sequence. We say that a
(sub)sequence ´ is served perfectly if we do not break these rules when
serving ´ .
We now describe the function » which transforms a MINFAS instance
into a WLUP instance. For every vertex ¼¢½ of ¶ ¾ ª¿³GÀB« , we have
a weighted item ¿ ½ with weight ·B¹ ¥ . We call them vertex items and
define Á ÂÃ¾ ÄÅ¿UÄ . Additionally, we have two items Æ and Ç both with
weight one. These are all the items we need.
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Let us check briefly that the weights are not too large in order to make
Theorem
ÊSËUÊKÌ ÊÅÍ^ÊS4.1
Î work. Clearly, the hard MINFAS instances obey È É
. Hence, in those cases, the weights of the items are polynomial in the number of items. Thus, the reduction from WLUP to OLUP
is polynomial.
We set the initial list state to
is basically of the form Û

with additional requests to
The first part is

Û2ãkä ãeå

ÏÐ Ñ

ÍÓÒ?Í Î Í ÔjÕ$Õ#Õ$Í Ö!×=ØÙ
. The sequence Ú

Í=Ò¯Í Î Í Ô Õ$Õ#Õ&Í ÖxÜÝ`Þ
×
Ø

Ú =ß â Ð

and . It consists of two parts

Í=Ò¯Í Î Í ÔÕ$Õ$Õ¯Í Ö Õ

Úß

and

Úàßáß .

TheÞ second
ÜæfË part consists of so-called arc gadgets. An arc gadget for
consists of 6Û2ãrepetitions
of Ú ß with additional reã|ç
× basically
Ø
quests to and .

Î Þ Ü in aÛ graph with fiveç vertices.
ÍàÒG×&èêéOÍ Ô&è^ëìØÍ íZÍàÒ<èêé ×¯×{Í ÔîØ¢Ø¢Ø!×¯×&×=è^ëxÍ í ÍàÒ<èféïÍ Ô¯è^ë!Í íeÜ
(4.10)
Û-ã!ç ã
Þ ÎÜ
The following gadget represents the edge
.
Û
ÍàÒPèféÍ Ôî×ðè^ë!Í íeÍ=ÒGèféØÍ Ô$è^ëO×¯×{Í í`Í=ÒØ¢Ø¢Ø!×&×¯×ðèêé!Í Ô&è^ë!Í í Ü Ô
Û2ã!ä ãeå Ú ß
ä
×
Þ Ü
In general, the first request to in aÍ gadget for edge
is always
just× in front
Ø of the first request to . Hence if ñ0ò ó , the requests
to and will be placed within the first three repetitions of Úß . The
case with five vertices is already general
ÍQÒ enough.
Í Ô
Í The
í gadget works in
Here is the arc gadget for the edge

exactly the same way if one replaces
vertices or omits them.

,

, or

by any number of

Û2ã ä ã å
To finish up the description of the request
ËWõ sequence, let us partition
Þ Ü the
set of arcs in ô ËWinto
contains the arcs
with
÷ two subsets.
ñöòó , whereas contains those with ñöÉó . In ÚÓßøß , we have one arc
gadget for each arc inË ô õ , with the additional
Ë ÷ restriction that all the arc
gadgets of the arcs in

precede those in

.
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In order to prove (4.9), we first look at some properties of this instance.
From now on, we abbreviate the cost WOPT û9ü1ýGþ=ý?ÿ
by . In a
schedule that costs no more than
units, every pair of items involving a vertex item must be served perfectly. This holds because the cost
of such a pair is a multiple of û
. Therefore, any non-optimal step
additional units and there is
involving a vertex item costs at least
no way to compensate for that. Consider a pair consisting of two vertex
items and ,
. In the initial state, is in front of . Therefore
WOPT, which serves each pair of items independently, has to serve the
following request sequence from the initial state
:



 
 
 

 





 !"#

 



One way of serving this instance perfectly is to do nothing at all. But
there are other perfect schedules for this sequence: In order to stay
,
perfect, we are allowed to swap the two items exactly once (check
, and
). Because one should never move
in front of
when
the next request goes to
, this swap has to take place before a
request to .

$)*'

$&+'




 $&%('

$&%('



  
, .
, -

It is easy to see that in a schedule which costs at most
units, the
list state before and after every gadget must have and at the end of
the list state: Because there are at least three repetitions of þ at the end
of an edge gadget and because of
, the items and must be at the
end of the list. Furthermore, we can assume that all gadgets start with
in front of . This is certainly true for the first gadget. Moving in
front of before the first request to does not make sense. For the other
gadgets, we now have a closer look at the requests to and only. Note
that such a projected gadget ends up with three requests to and starts
with another one to . Therefore, there is no gain in having in front of
in between two gadgets. Hence we may assume that any gadget starts
in a state having the sublist
at the very end of the list.
To see how WOPT serves the gadget for û ¦ý
, we again have a look at
the case û |ý
in (4.10). Note that we can serve that gadget perfectly
if and only if
is in front of
at the first request to . The crucial
point is that in a perfect schedule, when the first request to takes place,
must still be behind
, while must be behind
and must
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be in front of
. Only if
is in front of , we can fulfill these
conditions. Note that and can pass ,
, but they do not
have to
. At the next request to , we move to the front of the
. Later, at the first request of the request triple to , we move
list
to the front as well
, but will pass again later
. Because of
finishing (4.10), both and must be moved behind
the additional
all vertex items at the end without changing the relative order of and
.
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is behind , not all the conditions mentioned in the previous
paragraph can be fulfilled at the first request to . The only way to fix
this without paying more than extra units is to move in front of
at the first request to and thus pay one unit more than in the previous
case.
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Now we are ready to prove (4.9). The easier part is the
direction. If
we can get an acyclic graph
by removing only arcs, we sort the
vertices of
topologically. The schedule which costs at most
looks as follows. We use the initial sequence to rearrange the items
according to the topological order
. For the rest of , we do not
change the ordering of the vertex items anymore. Thus, we serve all
vertex pairs optimally.
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Concerning the arc gadgets, all those corresponding to the arcs in
can be served perfectly. For each arc we removed from , we have
to pay one unit extra. As there are at most of them, we pay at most
units to serve .
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It remains to prove the direction of (4.9). There are at most gadgets
which were not served perfectly. We will show that if we remove the
arcs corresponding to those gadgets, the resulting graph will be acyclic.
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Let be a subset of such that forms a cycle in . We have to
prove that there is at least one arc gadget belonging to which is not
served well. For any arc
and any list state , we say is
open if we have in front of in and closed otherwise. The arcs in
are those which are closed in the initial list. In order to serve
such a gadget perfectly, it has to be open when its gadget is served, but
remember that we cannot close it anymore afterwards without paying
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more that units extra
. The arcs in
are open in the initial
list. If we want to serve them well, we can not close them before their
gadget is served because we cannot reopen them
.

tu*v

Let us have a look at the list just after we served all arc gadgets for
in . In order to serve all gadgets belonging to well, all of them
in that
must be open at this time. This means for any arc
the item must be in front of
in the current list. Because forms
a cycle, at least one of them must be closed and hence was not (if it
belongs to
) or will not be (if it belongs to
) served well. This
concludes the proof.
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Outlook
As the title of this thesis suggests, the list update problem is far from
being solved. The gap between 1.50115 and 1.6 is small in absolute
values, but the problem remains interesting since closing the gap needs
an approach totally different from what has been done to date.
The main goal in the future must be to find good algorithms which are
not projective. Actually, the main problem here is to find techniques
that allow to analyze such algorithms.
Another direction might be to use complexity theory in order to get
more insights. The
-completeness result discussed in Chapter 4 immediately asks for better approximation algorithms and non-approximability results. A proof that the offline list update problem cannot be approximated within a factor of
would immediately imply that
no polynomial
-competitive online algorithm exists unless
.

 

; ;

  

;A





At first sight, it seems easy to obtain a -approximation for OLUP for
smaller than
, since
is a rather trivial lower bound for online algorithms and it is really the online property that boosts the lower bound
to 1.5.

;

;

On the other hand, online and offline algorithms behave very similar
when it comes to analyzing them. In both cases, one knows a lot about
the optimal relative order of pairs of items, but it is not clear how to
translate this information into total orderings of the items.
Like in the online case, projective algorithms seem to be the only class
of algorithms which allow to prove something about them. Extending
85
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projective algorithms to the offline case is straightforward. As a concluding, somewhat speculative remark, this does not seem to lead to
algorithms which beat COMB. If this observation can be confirmed in
future research, the lower bound of 1.6 for projective algorithms is not
caused by the online property at all.
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